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Abstract 
Lisa M. Redpath 
Because of the late eighteenth century's developments in the art of 
orchestration, many music teachers became increasingly concerned with how 
to instruct their students in this subject. They turned to the instrumental 
tutors which were quite popular at the turn of the century, and found 
nothing that discussed timbre or how to combine instruments effectively. In 
response to a plea for written instruction about orchestration itself, several 
books that addressed that topic began to appear at the end of the eighteenth 
century. Within the first four decades of the nineteenth century several 
orchestration treatises were available. The works of Sundelin. GaBner, 
Kastner, Berlioz and others supplied information about orchestration as well 
as common practices of the time. 
Sundlelin's fJie lnstrumentierung llir Militar Musi.k ( 1828) was 
perhaps the first to discuss the newly invented valve instruments, and it is 
likely that fJie lnstrumentierung fur das Orc!Jester ( 1828) was the first 
treatise to comment on instrumental combinations. These works represented 
the transition between instrumental tutors and orchestration books as we 
know them today. 
GaBner's Partitur.kenotnifl ( 1838) was a thorough examination of the 
popular instruments of the time, including the voice. Not only did it discuss 
the effects of different instrumental combination. but it also discussed tone 
v 
colors. Partitvr.kennmiil was the first true orchestration treatise according 
to the modern definition. 
Thus, although Berlioz is often regarded as the pioneer in writing 
specifically on orchestration, there were several musicians who wrote 
eloquently on this topic before him. This thesis discusses these other works, 
and focuses on Gal3ner's Partitvr.kenntni/1 
lnstrvmentierung /fir das OrclJester. 
vi 
and Sundelin's IJie 
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INTRODUCTION 
It is indeed fitting that any discussion concerning orchestration should 
begin with a quotation from the massive work written by Hector Berlioz in 
1844: Grand traite dlnstrumentation et d'orcbestration. In the introduction 
to his treatise Berlioz states the intention of the work: 
... Tbe object of tbis rvork is, therefore, to indkatt;" 
tbe range of tbe instruments and certain features 
of tbeir mechanism; tben to e.ramine tbe nature of 
tbeir timbre, tbeir peculJarcharacter and range of 
expression- matters greatly neglected up to norv; 
and finally to study tbe best known metbods for 
combining tbem appropriately. .. I 
The phrase "matters greatly neglected up to norv " is misleading. Although 
many of the early orchestration treatises were nothing more than 
instrumental tutors, Berlioz should not have dismissed some significant 
works by some of his Parisian predecessors. such as Kastner. Although he 
was possibly unaware of the orchestration treatises that were being 
circulated through German-speaking lands. their contribution to the 
development of orchestration as a subject of study must be acknowledged. 
Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to outline the history of orchestration 
treatises before the advent of Berlioz' s (/rand trade and to examine two 
German treatises that were more than just tutors: Sundelin's Die 
I Hector Berlioz, Treatise oo Jostrumeotatioo. Enlarged and Revised by Richard Strauss. 
translated by Theodore Front. (New York: Edwin F. Kalmus, 1948). p.2. 
lnstrumentierung fiir das Orcilester, 1828, I and Gal3ner's liin Leitfaden zum 
Se/bstunterrichte flir ll/Jgehende Tonsetzer oder so/che, we/cile arrangiren, 
paruturfesen /ernen oder sich zu lJir.igenten von Orchestern oder 
Mifiliirmusikenbilden woffen, 1838. 2 
The early nineteenth-century German orchestration treatises have not 
been much discussed in the musicological literature. Over sixty years ago, 
Adam Carse extensively researched the history of orchestration and 
commented briefly on these and several other pre-Berlioz treatises in his 
The History ol Orchestrauon 3 and in a later article " Textbooks on 
Orchestration Before Berlioz.''1 However, there has not been an in-depth 
study devoted solely to these works. Furthermore, Carse states that the 
early nineteenth-century treatises, including those by Sundelin and GaBner 
" . . . appear to have been devoted more to the compass and technique of 
orchestral instruments than to true orchestration, namely, the art of 
combining, balancing, blending and distributing the tone-colours of the 
orchestra." 5 Contrary to Carse's assertion, there is much more to be learned 
I Augustin Sundelin. lJ1~ fnstrumentierunK fur diiS Orcileslilr. Berlin : H.Wagenfuhr's 
Buch und Musil: Handling. 1828. 
2 Ferdinand GaBner, £in leitfllllen zum Selhstunterricilte fur ll118eilende Tonsetzer 
oder solcile. JYelcile ar.ra.tJKireo. partiturleseo leroeo oder siciJ zu lJirreoten voo 
OrciJestero oder MililllrmusiKeo IJifdeo JYOileo. Karlsruhe: Christian Theodor Groos, 
1838. Also referred to as Partitur.keootoi8. ( A Self-iostructioo mll11ua.l for heKioDio8 
composers. or t!Jose JYilo JYOuld li.ke to Jearo to arnuz8e or nllll" scon. or orcilestnll 
cooductorsor t!Jose desirinG to compose military music. ) English translations in this 
study are mine unless noted otherwise. 
3Adam Carse, Tile History of Orcilestratioo (New York:Dover Publications. 192~. 
Reprint, 19M) pp223-224. 
"Adam Carse, • Ten-books on Orchestration," Music IUldletters. XXII (1911). p.26. It was 
this article that originally sparked my interest in this subject. Many other early 
attempts at orchestration treatises are discussed here. 
5 Carse. Tilt1/listoryofOrciJt1striUioo. pp.223-2U 
2 
from these treatises than the mere technical capacities of instruments. The 
· works of Sundelin and Ga/3ner fill in an important gap between earlier tutors 
and the Berlioz C/rt111d traite. From them we can learn about effective 
combinations of instruments, that is orchestration in the modern sense of the 
word, as well as about ensemble balancing and the proper placement of 
instruments within chords. Most importantly we can gauge the evolution of 
orchestration treatises by acknowledging the qualities that make these 
works different from tutors. 
Chapter 1 is devoted to the history of orchestration treatises from their 
inception as instrumental tutors to their culmination with Berlioz's 
publication. The first part of Chapter 2 provides an historical outline of the 
musical affairs in Paris at the turn of the nineteenth century, since Paris 
was a musical focal point and home for Berlioz, Kastner, and others authors 
of orchestration treatises. The second half of Chapter 2 is an outline of the 
music life of Berlin, Sundelin's home and the leading German city following 
the Napoleonic upheavals. This information provides the necessary backdrop 
against which the subsequent remarks about specific orchestras and 
orchestration can be placed. 
In chapters 3. 4, and 5 I intend to demonstrate that the works of 
Sundelin and Ga/3ner were more than tutors by highlighting key passages 
that refer to spacing, instrumental combinations and ensemble balance. 
Many of these excerpts are compared to statements made by Berlioz in his 
Cirt111d traite. We will see that these works contributed to the development 
of the orchestration treatise, a form of instruction that became especially 
3 
popular in the nineteenth century after the advent of Berlioz's (/rflnrl /Nil~, 
and that they helped to establish the format that other orchestration 
treatises followed. J)ie lnstrumentierung flir das Orcbester and 
Partiturkenntni/J marked the first generation of this instructional genre, 
which later included Rimsky-Korsakov's Osnovi orkestrovki, Kennan's Tbe 
Technique of Orchestration Read's Tbeasurus of Orchestral .Devices , and 
Piston's Orchestration. 
4 
CHAPTER I 
FROM INSTRUMENTAL TUTORS TO 
BERLIOZ'S (:/lA.NJ) TKA!TB: 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ORCHESTRATION TREATISES 
In 1844 Berlioz published his &rand trflite dJnstrumenl/ltion , the 
famous treatise which revolutionized the study of orchestration. This 
massive work covered all of the instruments that had become fundamental 
components of the orchestra (strings. woodwinds. brass. percussion) as well 
as some instruments that have since become obsolete such as the Russian 
bassoon and the serpent. But as Adam Carse so keenly noted: "Although it 
forms probably the most important landmark of a long series. Berlioz's 
famous treatise ( 1844) was by no means the first to offer instruction in 
orchestration to musical students. "t Many years before Berlioz's 
monumental work several books dedicated to the study of instruments laid 
the foundation for the study of orchestration as we know it today. Early 
works such as Virdung's Musica getutscbt ( 1511 ), Agricola's Muska 
instrumentalis deudscb ( 1528) and Praetorius's Syntagma musicum ( 1619) 
offered valuable information about the range and capabilities of instruments. 
In 1713 Mattheson took a step in a new direction with his Neu eroffnetes 
Orcbester, a discourse on the orchestral instruments of his day. Unlike the 
I Adam Carse," Text-bookson Orchestration," Music uulletters, XXII (1941), p.26. It vas 
this article that originally sparked my interest in this subject. Many other early 
attempts at orchestration treatises are discussed here. 
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other early works, Mattheson concentrated on the characteristics and use of 
the instruments rather than on their technique. 2 
In the eighteenth century, when the art of orchestration as we know it 
today began to coalesce, true orchestration treatises began to appear. 
Louis joseph Francreur (1738-1804) , a nephew of the composer Franc;ois 
Francreur, was a violinist- leader and director at the Paris Opera. His book, 
Diapason general de tous les instruments 'a vent (1772). which was 
concerned only with the wind instruments of the orchestra. aimed to inform 
those who would write for these instruments without being able to play 
them.3 Carse feels that Francreur's was the first true orchestration 
textbook.'~ 
Example 1 presents the Tableau General des Unissons, et £/endue de 
tousles Ins/rumens, et de tousles genres de voir I sic I as it appears at its 
end. An interesting aspect of this chart is that it includes six vocal parts that 
range from bass to soprano. Since the Opera domninated the Parisian musical 
scene at the turn of the nineteenth century, the inclusion of the voices in this 
chart is not unusual. Francreur states that although the main objective of the 
treatise was to discuss the wind instruments he felt it necessary to include 
the voices so that composers could become acquainted with their ranges. 5 
Also unique is the use of the .Flute de Tam/Jourin, an instrument that sounds 
one octave higher than the piccolo and two octaves higher than the flute. 
2f!Jid., p.26. 
3[/Jid., p.28. 
'tf!Jid .. p.29. 
5Louis- joseph Francreur, OiapasoLJ tfdLJdral de tousles iLJstrumeLJs 8 reLJt (Paris : M. 
de Papiers. 1772) p. 72. 
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Example 1 
FranCCEur 
OiapaSOJJ general de taus /es instruments 'a vent 
Tableau General des Unissons, et Etendue 
de taus les Ins/rumens, et de tous Jes genres de voir 
. ~--
_-... 
i'llik-"" r.,.t( .. ~,,.,;, . . 
~ 
~ ClarU~rit(' r11. c -.NI-ut. 
~ 
~ Tn~m;:v·H(·t·n C-.r.,f.-,11' . ... 
§ .,.. 
.!:: ( . or t.·l 'I" i'l ,.,t P'"' 1 .. 
~ wr-iJ;i Ju s.,, • 
-~ a~, . .'··' f11't1f& In ..... ,11 .... ~r· .·· 
zt/Uuun"INnt • 
JJa.r.,,,.. 
lla.ro~o C'OIIlrc•.c·lr.mAml,•. 
7 
8 
Example 1, continued 
Tllble11u Geoerilf des Uoissoos, et &teodue 
de taus /es/ostrumeos, et de tous /es .reores de voir 
9 
Enmple 1, continued 
T11/Jie/lu Gener11/ des llnissons, et £tendue 
de tous/es/nstrumens, et de tousles cenres de voir 
10 
Example 1. continued 
Tableau General des Unissons, et Btendue 
de tousles lnstrumens. et de tousles Kenres de voir 
Francreur explains that this instrument is not ordinarily used, except in very 
lively pieces such as dances. 6 The term flute de tambourin remains 
somewhat of a mystery. It is possible that Francreur was referring to the 
flageolet which was quite popular in the eighteenth century. This 
instrument, like the so-called nute de tambourin' sounds two octaves above 
the flute and was used in several works including Rameau's Platee. 7 There 
was also a popular French dance by the name of tambourin, the flute's name 
probably being borrowed from that since Francreur does reserve this 
instrument for dances. 
Three musical examples are included in Francreur's lJiapason: two by 
Signor Stamitz8 and one by Signor Gaspard.9 Each calls for two clarinets, two 
horns and one bassoon. All are simple and short (22, 23, 44 measures 
without repeats, respectively) but they do reflect the craft of composers who 
were quite familiar with these instruments and could write idiomatically for 
them.lO 
A similar treatise by Othan Vandenbrreck, a Netherlands horn-player 
then living in Paris, appeared in 1793: Traite general de tous Jes 
instruments 'a vent ·a /'usage des compositeurs. Vandenbrreck presented 
his work from a point of view of a horn player rather than through that of 
6J!Jid. . p.12, 
7 Jean Philippe Rameau. P/atee. Act II. Scene III. 
Ssee Carse. "Text-books," p. 28, where he is identified as Johann Stam.itz of Mannheim 
who vas in Paris from 1754-55. 
9J!Jid. . p. 28. Carse identifies him as Gaspard Procksch. a clarinet player in La 
Poupliniere's orchestra in the 1850's and 1860's 
l Of ran creur . .Diapason. pp .58-60. 
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an impartial orchestrator. Although the title of this work included "all the 
wind instruments he explained that this method book discusses the range 
and scales of the horn in all the major and minor keys, in relation to a 
unison with the violin. "II Of the sixty-five pages of this treatise, forty-three 
and one-half of them revolve around the horn; the remaining pages are 
devoted to the clarinet, trumpet, trombone, timpani, oboe, flute, bassoon, and 
serpent Vandenbr~k's bias was evident as early as 1789 when in his horn 
tutor he states that when the orchestra is tuning, the horn naturally gives 
the A and the rest of the orchestra takes the A from the horn.12 
Many instrumental tutors were also issued, which, although primarily 
intended for players. may also have served to give instruction on the range 
and technique of instruments for the benefit of composers who required 
such information. Some of these tutors were quite comprehensive including 
in their scope all the usual orchestral instruments. and Adam Carse reckons 
them precursors of the later type of text-books on orchestration. Examples 
include Majer's Neu erdffneter Musil:-Saal (1732-17 41), Eisel's Musil: us 
Autodidal:tos ( 1738) and Lotter's JJer sicil se/bst inl'ormirende Musil:us 
(1762).13 
The first German attempt at an "orchestration treatise" appears to 
have been Franz joseph Frohlich'sl-4 Vo/Jst;tndige t.!Jeoretiscb-pral:tiscbe 
IIVandenbra=ck, Tmte Kilaeral de tousles instruments a n~at '8 l'uS~JKe des 
comopsiteurs (Paris: Boyer.l793). title page. 
12David Philip Charlton.Orc.besU.Wi:la 8J1d Orc.bestral Practive ia Paris, 1789-1810. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973) ,pp.65-66. 
13Carse. "Ten-books." p27. 
1-ifrohlich was the professor and director of music at Wurzburg University. More 
information can be found in Carse, "Te:rt-books,"p. 29. 
12 
Musikscflu/e !tir aile beym Orcflester gebriucflficflen rvic.btigen !nstrumt!nlt' 
which dates from 1810-11. Frohlich's book thoroughly covers the whole 
range of string, percussion and wind instruments, including seven pages on 
the serpent.15Weber and Frohlich were friends, and it was Frohlich who 
carried out Weber's plan for a biography of Vogler.t6 
In 1828 a book by Augustin Sundelin titled .Ole lnstrumentierung fiir 
das Orcbester appeared in Berlin, together with its companion book JJie 
lnstrumentiervng fvr Sammtlicbe Mi/it;tr Mvsik. The companion volume is 
notable as possibly the first to discuss the valved brass instruments, which 
only a few years before had made their first appearance in Berlin.t7 More 
importantly, Sundelin was also one of the first to comment on instrumental 
combinations. His comments represent a significant contribution in the 
history of orchestration treatises because they begin to mark a shift from the 
tutor phase to the actual orchestration treatise in the more modern sense. A 
detailed account of Sundelin's treatise will be given in Chapter 3. 
There was little use for Francreur's book in France after the 
publication of Georges Kastner's Traite general d'instrvmentation t8 ( 1837). 
This e1tensive work was approved by the lnstvtvt de France and adopted 
by the Conservatoire, which is also why I feel certain that Berlioz was 
familiar with it. Kastner's Tnlitt: covered almost all known musical 
instruments, past and present, and included the recent numerous 
15earse • "Text-books," p.29. 
16 john W arrack, Carl Maria von lre!J8r ( 2nd ed. ; New York: The Cambridge University 
Press.l976 ), p. 123. 
17Carse . "Text-books," p.29. 
18 16itl.,p.30. 
13 
improvements in wind instruments. In addition to the human voice , thirty-
one stringed instruments, fifteen types of keyboard instruments, fifty-six 
wind and fourteen percussion instruments were fully discussed. While the 
Traite was devoted to the compass and technical capabilities of the 
instruments, their use in combination was discussed in a companion volume 
named Cours dYnstrument11tion considere sous les rapports poetiques et 
pbilosopbiques de l'art. This includes sixty-five pages of full score examples 
of works by Gluck, Mozart. Haydn, Meyerbeer, Weber, Beethoven, Berlioz 
and several lesser composers as well as some examples of scoring for 
military band.l9 Meyerbeer inscribed his own evaluation and praise of the 
Traite (See example 2) that concluded with these words: • The work will be 
of immense utility to young composers who may consult it. Thus, having 
before their eyes all the resources of the modern orchestra, they will learn 
without trouble what in general is only acquired by long experience, and 
after many unsatisfactory essays. " 20 These books must have been of 
immense use to music students at the time who did not have complete and 
affordable editions of the classics or handy miniature scores available to 
them. 
Because of the many improvements in the mechanics of wind 
instruments in the 1840-SO's, Kastner had to revise and add to both his 
Traite and his Cours within a few years of their first appearance. The 
improved flute mechanism of Boehm , and all the improvements and 
19 1/Jid .. p.30. 
20 Adam Carse, The Orc.bt!Stra from BetlliloVli.D to Berlioz. (Nev Yorlt:Broude Brothers .. 
1949), p .«6. 
'' 
.- .. 
Example 2 
Meyerbeer's evaluation of Kastner's 
Cours dmstrumeoution 
. . ~. 
.. •.• . ' 
•: ' ' 
.·. "": .. 
15 
.. . · . 
· .... ·' 
inventions which Adolph Sax was making almost every day in Paris in the 
early 1840's had to be taken into account. Thus in 1844, just before the 
release of Berlioz's Trllite dJostrumentation, a second edition of Kastner's 
Trllite with a considerable J"upplement was issued and some additions 
were made at the end of the Cours. He had just managed to get the 
saxophones and saxhorns into his Supplement when it was suddenly 
supercededed by Berlioz's treatise .21 
In 1838 Gasl3ner wrote one of the last "Pre-Berlioz" treatises: En 
leitfaden .zum Selbstunterriscbte fiir ;mgeiJende Tonsetrer oder solciJe, 
rvelciJe ur;mgiren, putiturlesen lernen oder siciJ .zu .Oirrigenten von 
OrciJestern oder Militbmusiken bilden rvollen. This book demonstrated 
Gal3ner's knowledge of Beethoven and Weber and the whole second volume 
( 157 pages) is devoted to musical examples ranging from Haydn to 
Meyerbeer. Gal3ner was aware of the need for instruction in orchestration 
and devoted an extensive chapter to the subject.22 This chapter, along with 
the general observations made by Gal3ner, will be discussed more fully in 
chapters 4 and S. 
Thus, although Berlioz is often regarded as the pioneer in writing 
specifically about orchestration, several writers made significant efforts to 
do the same at the turn of the nineteenth century. The following is a list of 
these works as cited by Carse in The History of Orc1Jestration.23 
21Carse, Text-books," p.31. 
22 GaBner, IDstrullltfDIMittfftfKt, pp.76-106. 
23Carse, TJJe /listoryofOrcJJ6Slr61ion, p. 223. 
16 
Vandenbrreck. Trait& general de tous /es instruments 3 vent. ( 179 3 )2-i 
Frohlich: Voffstandige tfJeoretisch-praktische Musikfehre fur aile beym 
Orchester gebrauch/ichen wichtigen lnstrumente( 181 0-11) 
Francreur:.Oiapason general des instruments a vent( 1772) 
Francreur-Choron-. Traite general des voir et des instruments dorchestre 
( 1813 ): an amplification of Francreur's Diapason 
Sundelin. Pie lnstrumentierung fur das Orchester( 1828) 
Catrufo. Trait& des voir et des instruments 3 cordes, a vent, et a percussion 
(1832) 
Swoboda. lnstrumentierungslehre( 1832) 
Kastner. Traite general dJnstrumentation ( 1837; .'iilpp/ement 1844) 
Kastner. Cours dJnstrumentation considere sous /es rapports poetiques et 
philosophiques de /'art. (1837. and Supplement) 
GaBner. liin leiUilden zum Selbstunterrischte Jilr ;mgehende Tonsetzer oder 
so/che, wefche arrangiren, partiturfesen /ernen oder sich zu Oirrigenten 
von Orchestern oder Mi/it;trmusiken bi/den woDen ( 1838) 
Berlioz. 6r;md trllite dJnstrumentlltion( 1843-44) 
After studying these works, 25 one can clearly note the progression 
from instrumental tutors, such as Vandenbrreck's Trait& general de tous Jes 
instruments iJ vent. to Berlioz's monumental 6r;md traite. Although none 
of these treatises was as sophisticated and comprehensive as Berlioz's work, 
each represents a stepping stone in the evolutionary path taken by the 
orchestration treatise. Especially important milestones can be placed at 
Sundelin's .Ole Jnstrumentieruns liJr das Orchester and at GaBner's 
Partiturkennl11ifl for the reasons cited above. 
24Carse says c.1800 but the date 1793 appears in the treatise. 
25In a footnote in the preface, Ga.Bner mentions another work by Michael Zun.ken 
(Erfurt, 1738) but I have been unable to locate any information about it. 
17 
CHAPTER II 
MUSICAL LIFE IN PARIS AND BERLIN 
AT THE TURN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
In the nineteenth century public concerts assumed much of their 
present character. The upheavals occasioned by the French Revolution and 
Napoleonic Wars brought about the breakdown of princely and aristocratic 
patronage, so that public concerts became more numerous and varied. Many 
orchestras emerged such as the London Philharmonic Society. 1813; Berlin 
Philharmonic, 1826; Vienna Philharmonic, 1842. Programs began to 
specialize in orchestral, chamber , or solo recitals. I 
In this chapter I will discuss the musical scene in Paris and Berlin at 
the turn of the nineteenth century because these are, respectively, the cities 
in which Berlioz and Sundelin wrote their treatises. It is helpful to have 
some idea about concert life because the disparity that existed between 
these two cities indirectly affected the contents of the treatises. Although 
GaBner completed his Parliturkenntni/J in Karlsruhe, this city will not be 
discussed because it was not a thriving cultural center like Paris and Berlin 
As mentioned above, the Parisian authors included the voice with the 
orchestral instruments as early as 1772. 2 The voice did not appear in 
the German literature until Frohlich's VoUst/lndige tbeoretiscb-prakdscbe 
Musiklebre fur aile beym Orcbester gebraucblicben wicbligen lnstrumente, 
I T/Je HeiY 1/arf'llrd DiclioniiJ'}' of Music. Don Michael Randel. ed. (Cambridge, MA: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press. 1986). p. 18·4. 
2rra.ncOBur. D.itlpuon 61JDti.ntJ. 
18 
and even then it was treated individually rather than in conjunction with 
other orchestral instruments. Also, the inclusion of a wider range of 
instruments in the opera orchestra probably accounts for the fact that 
Parisian treatises were initially more comprehensive than the German ones. 
After the popularity of opera increased in the German areas, the authors 
there were quick to imitate their French counterparts and include the voice 
and other non-traditional orchestral instruments in their discussions. 
Musical life in Paris at the turn of the nineteenth century was 
dominated by both the Opera and political events. It is nearly impossible to 
separate the power of the Opera from the Napoleonic regime , for although 
Napoleon was not especially musical he and josephine played significant 
roles in the musical world. Both were wont to interfere with musical affairs. 
and where their taste tended toward Italian composers. Gasparo Spontini 
arrived in Paris in 1803 and achieved his first great success with La vestale 
(1807) . In 1810 Spontini was made official conductor of the Italian opera in 
Paris, which was united with the Comedie Fran~aise at the Odeon Theater, 
under the title of Tbeitre de J'/mperatrice However, he held this post only 
until 1812, when he was succeeded by another Italian, Fernando Paer, who 
had been Napoleon's maitre de cbapeUe since 1807. 
The most important new event in the French operatic world was the 
success of Rossini's // barbiere de Siviglia in 1819; and Rossini succeeded 
Paer at the Theatre Italian in December 1824.3 
3Karen Kantor and Stanley Boorman, "France," He,- Grove J)ictioLia.ry of Music a.t1d 
.Muskia.t1s, Stanley Sadie, ed. (London: MacMillan and Company, 1980), VI. p.749. 
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The works of an Italianized Berliner, Jakob (or Giocomo) Meyerbeer,4 
dominated the repertory during the 1830's with those of Fromental Halevy 
and Daniel Auber. It was Auber's la muette de .Portici (1828) that, along 
with Guillaume Teli had provided the model for the spectacular, pageant-
and ballet-dominated grand opera that was to remain popular in Paris 
throughout the Second Empire. In fact this circumstance and the continuing 
popularity of the opera comique, represented by Boieldieu and Auber 
produced a situation in which orchestral, choral and chamber music were to 
a great extent neglected. It was this musical world in which Berlioz made his 
first appearance. 
Paris was thriving with many music schools and organizations which 
also played decisive roles in its affairs. In 1784 Louis XVI had founded an 
i?coJe J?oya/e de Chao/ et de JJec/amation which anticipated the founding of 
the Conservatoire de Musique in 1795. The Conservatoire superceded all 
existing institutions of music education. The great majority of the original 
staff of the Conservatoire was French and in 1800 included, among others, 
the composers Sarrette (director), Gossec, Mehul. LeSueur, and the violinist 
Kreutzer.5 The only foreigner of distinction was Cherubini who settled in 
Paris in 1787 and served as an inspector of the Conservatory from 1796, and 
as its director from 1822-41. 
In this environment Georges Kastner wrote his Trllite general( 1837) 
(Supplement ,1844) and his Cours d' Instrumentation ( 1839 ). The example 
'~General music director at the court in Berlin under Wilhelm IV from 1842. 
5Ka.ntor/Boorman, "Fra.nce." M>FGrow DictiDDIIrJ'. p. 749. 
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below outlines Kastner's concept of the "full orchestra" . If this orchestra list 
appears to be overblown, one only has to refer to the personnel roster of the 
1839 Paris Opeuas cited by Daniel Koury in his dissertation The Orcbestr11 
in the Mneteentb Century. 6 It appears that large ensembles were not 
. uncommon, and Kastner's list helps to validate Koury's assertion that 
Parisian ensembles customarily included large numbers of musicians. 7 
flutes 
piccolo 
oboe 
English horn 
clarinets 
basset horn 
horns 
valve horns 
trumpets 
valve trumpets 
keyed trumpets 
trombones 
bassoons 
contra-bassoons 
ophicleide or serpent 
Paris Opera 
1839: 
violins 
violas 
celli 
basses 
percussion 
voices 
organ 
harp or guitar 
3 flutes, 2 oboes, English horn, 2 clarinets, 4 bassoons; 
4 horns. 2 trumpets, keyed bugle, 2 cornets, 3 trombones,ophicleide; 
timpani, percussion, 2 harps; 
12 ilJ"St violins, 12 seconds, 8 violas, 10 cellos, 8 basses. 
Tota1=79. 
6Daniel Koury,"The Orchestra in the Nineteenth Century: Physical Aspects of its 
Performance Practice," Ph. D. dissertation. Boston University, l98l.p 454. 
7Koury, "The Orchestra," p. 458. 
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Considering the large numbers of players, it is likely that the wind 
parts were doubled. This certainly must be the case if we accept the notion 
that all of the brass players were used simultaneously since in tutti 
passages the large number of woodwind players would be required to 
support a balanced sound. As with other Parisian orchestration treatises the 
voice is included in the discussion, again a reflection of the dominance of the 
Opera. 
In the late 18th century musical life in Berlin became independent of 
the local court and churches, and instead became supported by private 
initiative. Sacred music declined as musicians were increasingly attracted to 
secular organizations, and choristers joined the opera. The Berliner 
Singakademie, established on May 24, 1791 by C.F. Fasch, is important in 
the city's history of choral music. It gave the first performance (St. Mary's, 
1791) of sacred music in a Berlin church by a mixed choir; in 1793 it moved 
into the Akademie der Konste and assumed the name Singakademie. 
Throughout its history it has been responsible for introducing significant 
works to the Berlin public. In the 19th century it presented mostly German 
compositions, giving the first Berlin performances of Mozart's Requiem 
(1800) and Mendelssohn's St . .Pau/(1838). It was particularly important in 
the Bach revival, giving the first performances after his death of the St. 
Matthew Passion ( 1829, conducted by Mendelssohn), the St . .fohn Passion 
(1833). the Mass in B minor( 1834) and the Christmas (Jratorio( 1857). 8 The 
Singakademie assumed a most important role in the city's concert life when 
8Heinz Becker and Richard D. Green , "Berlin," NeJV Crove Pictionary, II, p. 565. 
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the Lutheran Cathedral choir was reorganized by A.H. Neithardt ( 1843) and 
directed by Mendelssohn (1843-4) and Otto Nicolai ( 1847-9 ).9 
At a very early stage political subjects became popular in German 
opera. The genre of "rescue opera," which was popularized in France by the 
works of Gretry, Le Sueur and Cherubini, quickly found enthusiastic support 
in Germany. Peter von Winter's ./J;J.f unterbrochene Opferfestwas the most 
popular German opera between lJie Zauberflote and lJer FreisciJii/2. Rescue 
opera reached its apotheosis in Beethoven's Fide/io (first version, 1805). But 
the shock wave of the French Revolution affected even the youthful Carl 
Maria von Weber in his Peter SciJmo/1 ( 1803), with its treatment of the 
problem of the e111igres: and the association of opera with political events 
was to be a practice of German Romantic opera for many years. to 
Other popular opera themes were to be legends. Weber's Si/v;ma 
(1810) and £ury;mth~(l823) indulged the Romantic wi5h to escape from a 
mundane present into a heroic, chivalric past. Si/v;ma was produced in 
Berlin, with Weber himself conducting, on july l 0,1813: its success was 
overwhelming. II On December 23. 1826, £ury;mtb~ was so enthusiastically 
received in Berlin that Weber was called before the curtain after 
Act 1.12 There was a comparable fascination with escape to the exotic, a 
legacy of the Turkish opera5 of the previous generation, manifest in Spohr's 
Indian jessonda (1823) and Weber's Turkish Abu Hass;m (1811) and 
9 1/Jid . • p. 565. 
I 0Peter Branscombe, "Opera." Nerv Grove JJictio.nary, XIII. p .592. 
IIWarrack, /Teher. p.l39. 
l2Jhid .• p.319. 
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Spanish J)ie IJrei Pintos (unfinished). 13 The world premier of Weber's 
IJer Freisc/Jiitz in Berlin, june 18, 1821. and its subsequent success helped 
Germany to secure its place among in the world of opera. 
The royal opera house was closed during the two years of French 
occupation (1806-07), but the Nationaltheater, no longer dependent on royal 
subsidy, continued its productions in the Schauspielhaus. In 1807 the royal 
opera and the Nationaltheater companies merged as the Konigliche 
Schauspiele, but maintained the distinction between the two repertories. All 
performances were open to the general public. Under the direction of A.W. 
Iffland ( 1811-14) German opera was performed more frequently, though 
the royal opera house repertory was still entirely adapted to the king's 
wishes. Iffland supervised productions of Spontini's La vestale ( 1811) and 
Fernand Cortez(l814), C.M. von Weber's Silvana (1812) and Abu Hassan 
( 1813 ), as well as works by Mehul and Boieldieu. His successor Karl von 
Bruhl was given the task of making the royal theater the finest in Germany, 
and at first received enthusiastic support from Friedrich Wilhelm III. 
Scenery and costumes became more realistic and productions more 
dramatic.l4 Bruhl was responsible for the Berlin premiere of Beethoven's 
Fidelio (1815), the world premiere of E.T.A. Hoffmann's Undine (1816), as 
well as revivals of works by Gluck and Meyerbeer. In the decade 1815-25 
Rossini's works became the most popular in Berlin. Against the wishes of 
Bruhl, who hoped to secure C.M. von Weber as Kapellmeister, the king 
engaged Spontini as general music director in 1820. Only five weeks after 
13Bransc:ombe, "Opera," Her Gront Diction&ry, p. 592. 
14Bec;ker/Green, "Berlin," Her Grove OiclioDIU'J', p.571. 
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the first performance of Spontini's Olympi/1 Bruhl produced the successful 
world premiere of Weber's ./Jer Freiscbiitz under the composer's direction. 
Whereas the audience of Spontini's work consisted mostly of royalty and 
nobility, that of Weber's was largely made up of wealthy citizens including 
Heinrich Heine, Hoffmann and Mendelssohn. A year before his retirement in 
1828 Bri.ih1 arranged performances of Spohr's jessonda and Weber's 
EuryantlJe. each conducted by the composer.15 
Despite Spontini's opposition, Wilhelm von Redern, Bruhl's successor. 
was able to expand the repertory in both sections of the Koniglich 
Schauspiele, and included more operas by German composers. He was 
responsible for the successful Berlin premieres of Spohr's Faust ( 1829) and 
Meyerbeer's Hobert Je f)fab/e ( 1832), as well as the world premiere of 
Marschner's Hans HejJing ( 1833). During the 1830's German works 
performed at the royal opera house remained in the minority, while those by 
the French (Auber and Mehul), and the Italians (Bellini. Donizetti and 
especially Rossini) took precedence.J6 
On the accession of Friedrich Wilhelm IV in 1840, Spontini lost his 
support at court and was dismissed in 1841. Lortzing, Marschner and 
Mendelssohn were considered for the position, but after an impressive 
production of les Huguenots in 1842 Giacomo Meyerbeer was named 
Spontini's successor. Spontini had enlarged the opera orchestra from 78 to 94 
members; Meyerbeer now secured greater financial benefits for the 
15J!Jjd,' p. 572. 
16 /hid. ' p. 572. 
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musicians. Lortzing's .Der Wildsc!Jiitr had its Berlin premiere in 1843. as did 
.Der fliegende Hollander in 1844, conducted by the composer (the first 
Wagner opera produced in Berlin). The new opera house, which was 
reconstructed, modernized with gas lighting and enlarged by C.F. Langhans 
the younger,l? opened on December 7, 1844 with Meyerbeer's Bin Feldl~~Ker 
in SclJleisien, at which jenny Lind made her Berlin debut. 18 
Instrumental music was also popular during the early 19th century in 
Berlin. Carl Moser's soirees, in which members of the court orchestra played 
after 1816, introduced Beethoven's symphonies (the Berlin premier of the 
Ninth Symphony was in November 1826). From 1801 the court orchestra 
gave two or three annual public concerts, as did the, opera orchestra from 
1842 (Mendelssohn was its director in 1843-44). The court musicians 
Bohrer and Schick organized numerous private subscription concerts as did 
the Blissner brothers early in the century; G.A. Schneider presented popular 
Musikalische Divertissements (1808-11) and Eduard Reitz founded a 
Philharmonic Society ( 1826), an amateur orchestra which participated in the 
Singakade mie concerts. t 9 
Although economic recessions of the early 19th century severely 
limited public musical performances. informal house concerts continued to 
flourish. In the first half of the century families such as the Mendelssohns 
arranged private performances.20 
17 IIJid . . p. 572. 
18f1Jid. ' p. 573. 
19f1Jid.' p. 567. 
20 Ibid. , p. 568. 
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As we have seen, musical developments in Berlin were not as 
dependent on the opera as they were in Paris. Consequently, the 
orchestration treatises did not discuss very large ensembles or a wide 
variety of instruments. Yet, musicians undoubtedly looked to Berlin for 
guidance since it had become a focal point for the arts after the Napoleonic 
Wars and the French Occupation of 1806-08. Sundelin's treatise, which was 
probably the only orchestration treatise readily available in Berlin at that 
time, attempted to provide guidance and instruction in orchestration in a 
thorough and systematic manner. With this work, Sundelin contributed to 
the musical life of Berlin in the first half of the nineteenth century. 
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CHAPTER III 
SUNDELIN'S 
JJ/.6 /NST.Hl!M.ENTI.£1WN6 PO.H JJAS O.HCHliST.BH: 
ONE STEP CLOSER TO BERLIOZ 
IN THE HISTORY OF ORCHESTRATION TREATISES 
In 1828 Augustin Sundelin, a Berliner clarinettist and composer, wrote 
JJie lnstrumentierung fur das OrclJestra and its companion volume JJie 
lnstrumentierung fur s:emmtliclJe Mllitar- Jl.filitar Musik . Sundelin was a 
member of the music chamber of the king of Prussia and after 25 years of 
service he was pensioned by the court, and died September 6, 1842, in 
Berlin. He was known for the publication of many collections of German 
dances,waltzes, Lieder, and didactic works. 1 This work was dedicated to 
Louis Spohr, the Kapellmeister at Kassel, and Bernhard Romberg, the court 
Kappellmeister in Berlin from 1815-19. 
This treatise appears during the period of transition between the 
instrumental tutors of the eighteenth century and the nineteenth century 
works that concentrate on orchestration. Sundelin provides many musical 
examples that resemble technical exercises that can be found in tutors. Yet 
his comments are about instrumental combinations, which is notable because 
he was one of the first to make comments of that nature. Thus, the credit for 
the development of orchestration treatises does not belong solely to Berlioz 
and other Parisians. Rather, works from German-speaking lands must also 
be considered. Orchestration treatises progressed from the tutors and were 
lfetis, F,J. BioK.rap.IJie UoiverseUe des Musicieos et Bi/Jh'oKrap.IJie 6eoeral de Ia 
MusiquB, Cultunt~tCiviliSIIIJ'oo, Vol 8 Paris,l875. Volume 8, p.l67. 
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developed by Sundelin and Gaflner before reaching an apotheosis with 
Berlioz's Grand traite. 
Sundelin discusses all of the instruments that constituted the 
orchestra in Berlin: 
violin (1st & 2nd) 
viola 
cello 
contra-bass 
harp 
guitar 
flute (1st & 2nd) 
piccolo 
oboe (2) 
English horn 
clarinet (2) 
basset horn (1st & 2nd) 
2 bassoons 
2- 4 horns 
trumpet (1st & 2nd) 
alto trombone ( 1) 
tenor trombone ( 1 ) 
bass trombone ( 1) 
2-3 timpani 
cymbals 
snare drum 
bass drum 
His treatise does not include as many instruments as those of Kastner, 
Berlioz, Francreur, and GaBner. Sundelin also omitted the voice which was 
included in many Parisian treatises beginning with Francreur in 1772. 
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A portion of Sundelin's preamble reads as follows: 
Durch diese kleine Schrift 
beabsichtige ich jungen 
Komponisten einen naheren Begriff 
beizubringen, sowohl von dem im 
Orchester zu benul3enden Umfang, 
als auch von der EigenthUmlichkeit 
aller daselbst gebrauchlichen 
lnstrumente, so viel dieses in der 
Kurze moglich isl .. Der Umstand, 
da6 es viele recht geschickte 
Komponisten giebt, die nach einem 
verunglUcken Versuch einer 
Komposition for das ganze 
Orchester, woran nur Unkenntni6 
der lnstrumentirung die Schuld 
war, von ferneren Fortschritten 
abgeschreckt wurden, ist die 
Veranlassung zu diesem BOchlein, 
worin ich den genannten 
Gegenstand so deutlich und 
zugleigh so kurz. als moglich, zu 
besprechen bedenke. 2 
2Sundelin, Dielostrumeotieruog, pp. 1-2. 
In this brief book I intend to 
present to young composers a 
better understanding of all of the 
peculiarities of the usual 
instruments as well as how the 
orchestra should be used, insofar 
as this can be done in a short space 
. . . In that there are many quite 
talented composers, who were 
deterred from making further 
progress after an unsuccessful 
attempt at writing for full 
orchestra simply because their 
knowledge was deficient, I was 
motivated to write this little book, 
in which I intend to discuss this 
subject as clearly and as briefly as 
possible. 
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I will now focus on those parts of Sundelin's treatise that are of most 
interest to students of orchestration) An excerpt iss included here if it does 
not appear in Berlioz's Grand traite, a standard orchestration treatise, or if it 
provides useful information about numbers of performers. A few other 
excerpts that fit neither category are also included because of their special 
interest. 
Sundelin frequently makes very specific recommendations about 
orchestration. Many comments best serve the beginning composer who may 
require specific instructions on, for example, voicing. However, many of 
these concepts can be construed from an examination of the excerpts that 
Berlioz provides or that one may get from the study of other scores. 
Sundelin begins by advising that the violin's upper range not exceed 
f'" 4 or at the utmost a"' which is only made use of either by fortissimo or 
by a solo passage for a single violin. This recommended range is conservative 
because by the early nineteenth century it was not unusual for composers to 
write parts that frequently surpassed these pitches: for example, the first 
violin in Beethoven's 5•tring (Juiirtet No. 1-1, Opus l.lf. regularly reaches a'" 
and even has several b'" pitches. The Adagio ma non troppo e semp/ice has 
a passage of very exposed high a's (a'") on sustained notes. Moreover. the 
first violin part of Schubert's (Juiirtet in £Major Opus 125. No. 2, also 
extends to b'" in several passages. Sundelin continues to say that "he who 
3ft should be noted that a comprehensive study of orchestration vould require the 
student to examine these treatises as veU as scores individually; this chapter does not 
contain aU of Sundelin's excellent recommendations and observations. 
4This pitch classification is that vhich is given in Tile New HarYilrd Pictio.aa.ry of 
Music, p. 640. 
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wishes to write yet higher is advised to discuss in advance the practicality 
of the composition with his violinist. It is certainly only masters in 
composition who become successful in the practical use of the higher notes 
by m~rz11 voa- so I advise beginners (for whom this little work is actually 
written) to be satisfied with the aforementioned range from g to that highest 
f. within which very much can be performed." 5 
"The first violin usually plays the highest part but in appropriate 
passages the second can overcome the first." Here, Sundelin also states that a 
wind instrument is often placed higher than the first violin but does not 
specify which wind instrument would be suitable. I suspect that he is 
referring to the flute or perhaps oboe. 
Sundelin says that some double and triple stops may be used 
accordingly, but clearly demonstrates that all of the notes cannot sound 
simultaneously; rather triple stops actual result in quick arpeggiations. As 
with the viola, trills are acceptable. 
But that range that he recommends for the viola is more limited than 
that by Berlioz : 
5Sundelin. Die IDslruiiWDiierunK. p.3 
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Sunde lin Berlloz 
Orchestral music of that period did not usually require the violist to be 
able to perform in the extreme upper register as Berlioz suggests. Berlioz 
also urges composers to give the viola parts that do not simply reinforce 
the basses or other instruments. But Sundelin. not as progressive about the 
viola as Berlioz. does recommend that the viola proceed above the bass in 
octaves. However he does say that solo passages can be composed for the 
viola:6 
6J1Jid . . p.6. 
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Da die Bratschen=Stimme im 
Orchester gewohnlich schwacher 
als die Violin·Stimme besetzt ist. 
auch der Ton derselben weniger 
durchdringend ist, so giebt man 
diesem Instrument meistentheils 
die IntervaHe des Akkords, welche 
nicht aHzuschart hervor klingen 
solien: wie, z.B. die Quinte des 
Dreiklangs; die Terz des Basses 
oder Quarte der Oberstimme im 
Sextenakkorde u.s.w., wenn diese 
auch iiber die zweite Violinstimme 
zu stehen kommen soHten, welches 
Ubersteigen sehr oft vorkommt.7 
In the orchestra the viola usually 
occupies a weaker voice than that 
of the violin voice and since its 
tones are less penetrating one 
generaliy gives this instrument the 
interval of the chord which should 
not sound too pointedly: for 
example, the fifth of the triad; the 
third above the bass or fourth 
[below) the upper voice in sixth 
chords, etc. if these are to sound 
above the second violin-a part-
crossing which very frequently 
occurs. 
The celia is treated conservatively as weli. Apparently, Sundelin has 
not yet liberated the cello from doubling the bass line, a carry over from the 
music of the previous century. But Sundelin's fondness for the celia is 
apparent from his urging that the celia's tone not be parted from that of the 
double bass for too long: 
7 1/Jid. ' p.6. 
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Der im Orchester zu benuzende 
Umfang ist vom C der grol3en 
Oktave bis zum eingestrichene g, 
hOchstens bis zum b. Diese hohen 
Tone sind meistens alsdann 
anzuwenden, wenn der ContrabaB 
zu pausiren hat, oder wenn das 
Cello ein gesangvolles Solo im nicht 
gar zu schnellen Tempo 
vorzutragen hat, und vielleicht 
dabei mit der Violine in Oktaven 
geht. . . Arpeggiaturen sind bei 
diesem Instrument sehr 
gewohnlich und nicht zu oft 
angewendet, von guter Wirkung. 
In the orchestra the practical range 
of the cello is from C to g' or b-flat' 
at the highest. These higher tones 
are mostly used when the contra-
bass has paused, or when the cello 
has to play a melodious solo in a 
not too quick tempo and perhaps 
plays in octaves with the violin ... 
Arpeggios are very usual for this 
instrument and, if not too 
frequently used, produce a good 
effect. 
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Bekanntlich hat das Cello im 
Orchester den GrundbaB zu spielen, 
und darf sich, um andere 
Mittelstimmen oder Solos zu 
ubernehmen, nicht gas zu lange 
davon entfernen, weil sein 
kraftiger und durchgreisender Ton, 
wenn der Contra-Violon die 
Grundstimme allein vortragt, bald 
vermiBt wird. 8 
As is well known the cello has to 
play the ground-bass in the 
orchestra and should not stray 
from it for too long in order to play 
a middle or solo part because when 
the contra-bass is left to play 
alone, the cello's stronger and more 
penetrating tone is quickly missed. 
There is a marked difference between Sundelin's description of the 
cello and that of the contra-bass. Whereas he describes the tone of the cello 
along with its technical capabilities, and stresses that its strong tone should 
not be absent for long stretches, he gives only a bare account of the contra-
bass's technique. 
8f!Jid. ' pp 7-8. 
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Der Umfang diese Instruments 
geht vom Kontra E bis zum e, 
hochstens g der kleinen Oktave. 
Alle Noten fOr dasselbe werden 
aber um eine Oktave hOher geseBt, 
daher sieht der Unfang durch 
Noten ausgedriickt so aus wie in 
(odar) 
k!ingt aber beim Spielen um eine 
Oktave tiefer. Die ganz tiefen und 
ganz hohen Tone sind seltner 
anzuwenden, wei! die ersteren zu 
undeutlich klingen und die 
leBteren zu unbequem zu griefen 
sind ... 
The range of this instrument is 
from E to e·, or at the highest g·. 
But all of its notes are written an 
octave higher, because the range as 
expressed by means of notes as in 
where they sound one octave 
lower when played. The very low 
and high ranges are seldom used 
because the lower tones sound 
unclear and the higher ones are too 
troublesome to execute ... 
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Der Kontraviolon spielt 
grol3entheils mit dem Violoncello 
aus einer Stimme. und verstarkt 
den GrundbaB, aber um eine 
Oktave tiefer. Die Notenschrift ist 
daher dieselbe wie beim 
Violoncello, nur ist ZU 
berucksichtigen daB der KontrabaB. 
seines genannten Umfangs wegen. 
daB (sic) tiefe Kontra C,oder grol3e 
C des Violoncellos um eine Oktave 
tiefer, nicht erreicht, wei! er nur 
bis zum Kontra E geht. 
For the most part the contra- bass 
plays the same part as the cello 
and reinforces the ground bass, but 
at an octave lower.The notation 
itself is therefore like that of the 
cello, only it must be taken into 
consideration that because its 
range extends only to low E, the 
contra-bass cannot attain the low C 
that the cello can. 
It is interesting that he notices this lack of the low C because it 
predicts a later reform in bass disposition. According to Anthony Baines, the 
"more precise requirements of late romantic composers led to a desire for an 
instrument capable of descending to low C, not only for new effects, but to 
satisfy the literal outline of the many passages in the concert repertory 
which go below E with the cellos ... The demand has, however, been met, 
and in two different ways: by the addition of a fifth string tuned a third or 
fourth below E: or by a mechanism called the 'C string attachment .' " 9 
9A.nthony Baines, Alusicall.nstrume.nts T1Jrou11J tile A1es (New York: Walker and 
Company, 1961. Reprint 1975) p.l-43. 
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Die Kontraviolinisten helfen sich 
zwar. indem sie aus der 
Violoncello-Stimme spielen, worin 
die Noten oCt bis zum graBen C 
gehen, durch Springen in die 
hohere Oktave. . . Bei diesem 
Instrument sind Doppelgriffe nicht 
gebraulich. eben so wenig die 
Anwendung der Sordinen, dagegen 
benuBt man auf diesem, wie auch 
auf der Violino, Viola und auf dem 
Cello, das sogenannte Pizzicato, 
welches wahl hinlanglich bekannt 
ist. Auch sind manchmal Triller 
anzubringen: aber selten. to 
Contra-bassists can help 
themselves by jumping to the 
higher octave when playing from a 
cello part that often goes to C. 
Double stops and trills are not 
usual with this instrument; on the 
other hand the so-called pizzicato 
is used as with the violin, viola, 
and cello, which is fairly well 
known. Occasionally trills are used, 
but only seldom. 
Although most of the information that Sundelin provides about the 
four orchestral strings can be found in several other instrumental tutors 
from the period, it is interesting to note that he includes the harp and guitar 
in his chapters devoted to the string instruments. 
Sundelin states that the harp is occasionally used orchestrally for the 
performance of a Romanze or other similar composition, a quite different 
situation from the Parisian practice which included the harp in all orchestral 
IOsundelin, Pit~lostrumtiDiitlruD8. pp.9-IO. 
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inventories because of its frequent use in the opera. He continues to say that 
"the art of composition for the harp is very similar to that of the piano and 
compositions for one of these instruments are often performed on the other. 
The orchestral composition for the harp is limited to running passages 
or solo chords. Chromatic notes are controlled by the use of the 
pedal. . . " II Sundelin is apparently describing the pedal harp that was 
popular before the Ikard improvements to the instrument. Sundelin warns of 
the hazards of composing for this instrument, which precludes certain 
chromatic passages. 
It is difficult to say why Sundelin included the guitar in his discussion 
of orchestral instruments. It is possible that Sundelin associated it with 
exoticism which was so popular then or merely wished to discuss all of the 
instruments that were commonly used in Berlin at that time. A technical 
description of the guitar is given, stating that "the outermost notes of the 
guitar are e and e"' The notes for this instrument are written an octave 
higher than they actually sound so the treble clef is used for its notation. The 
comfortable keys for the guitar are C, G. D and F and their relative minors." 
Some e:r:amples of chords are given here with their fret numberings so that 
the composer can better understand the capabilities and limitations of the 
guitar. The e:r:cerpt continues : "when writing for solo guitar the composer 
must make certain that many quick figures and pizzicato are written 
because the guitar·s tone cannot be sustained for a long period. "12 
II /hid., pp.l0-11. 
J 2Sundelin, Oi8 /.astrum8.DIJeru.DK, p.l3. 
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As we shall see. Sundelin's coverage of the woodwinds is much more 
comprehensive than that of the strings. Interestingly, Sundelin begins his 
discussion of the woodwinds with an explanation of the different kinds of 
flutes, saying that the D flute is now more common than the C flute. He says 
that the C flute had been popular in earlier times but it is not frequently 
used in the orchestra because it has not yet been universally introduced.t3 
However, an examination of orchestral parts dating from the 17th and 18th 
centuries on reveals that C flutes were commonly used throughout Europe. It 
is possible that Sundelin confused the orchestral flute with a band flute. 
Flutes of different size flourished mostly in bands as the descendants of the 
fifes which had been used since military times. The flutes used in these 
bands were made in a series of sizes, from piccolos even higher than the 
orchestral instrument down to bass and contra-bass. The normal English 
names for the instruments are extremely confusing unless one remembers 
that they are treated as transposing instruments and are named from the 
note produced by closing the six finger holes of a keyless instrument, which 
is always written as D. The pitch produced depends on the size of the 
instrument. Band flutes often lack the two extension keys for C and C-sharp . 
another reason why their names are taken from the sound of the written D 
rather than from a non-existent C.l<l Sundelin provides a detailed 
explanation, with musical examples of the different keys of flutes. 
13J!Jid. , p.l.f. .0. sie fro/Je.r, e/Je J11JU1 den SOKeDa.aDteD C-Fu/J /Jstte,-JYek/Jer iDJ 
Orc/Jes18r nit:/Jt zu berocksiclltiKeD, IYfJiJ er nit:/Jt allKeme.iD eiDKefo/Jrt ist-YOD diesem 
tiefeD d a.af.iDK, so DeDDt .ID8.11 sie 8/JCD 0-FJIJ/8. 
I 'I Jeremy Montagu, .Musical Instruments, p . .(8. 
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In this section he makes many suggestions that, interestingly enough, 
pre-date similar ones made by Berlioz sixteen years later: 
Compare, for example. Sundelin's : 
"The orchestra has a first and second flute which frequently join 
together to reinforce tutti sections; they lie rather high in the spacing of the 
chord and usually move in thirds or sixths. " 15 
to Berlioz's : 
. "An effect remarkable for its tenderness can be achieved by two flutes 
playing successions of thirds in the medium range in the keys of E-Clat and 
A-flat ... " 16 
Unfortunately. Sundelin does not further describe this orchestral 
setting. But later he remarks: 
15Sundelin, Die IDslru.lllBDiittruDI. p.H. 
16Berlioz/Strauss. 6nu1d tnu/6, p.230. 
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Wenn sie in Vernbindung 
mit andren Blaseinstrumenten 
aushaltende Tone haben, so ist es 
gut sie nicht tiefer als das 
zweigestrichene e oder d zu legen 
weil die schwachen tieferen Tone 
von den starkeren der 
Ubrigen Blaseinstrumente ganzlich 
verdeckt werden, und daher die, 
durch die esteren bese6ten 
Intervalle ganzlich zu fehlen 
scheinen.t7 
When it lthe flute) is combined 
with other wind instruments and is 
playing sustained pitches, the flute 
should not lie lower than e" or f", 
because the weaker lower tones 
will be covered by the stronger 
ones of the other instruments, and 
therefore the intervals would 
appear to be entirely missing. 
Berlioz has different ideas about using the flute in the lower range: 
"Compare also the previously quoted example from Weber's 
.lJer Preischii/2 (See example 31 There is something wonderfully dreamy in 
the low, sustained tones of the two flutes ... 
"The modern masters generally keep the flutes too persistently in the 
higher ranges. They always seem afraid that they will not be sufficiently 
clear amidst the mass of the orchestra. Consequently the flutes predominate 
in the ensemble instead of blending with it ... "18 
17Sundelin,Die /.ostrume.olieruDI, pp.H-15. 
18Berlioz/Strauss, 6rii.Dd tnu'tti, p.235. 
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Example 3 
Weber 
Oer Freiscbtitz 
No. 32. Freischuetz, Act II 
; , • a .. Andante. J 'T Adagio. Weber. 
' FJOten. 
I"' } 1:'1 -·~ ---~ Oboen. 
II";, • p I ~ I 
Kiar. in A ·I~ f.J: l!j j- --~-- ·v H i#d. "1 
Fng. 
-. ~--
Pf };.. 
oosord. ~ ' 
I. 
Viol. 
~ ·c~sc. f [_r;;r 1rr~~"r I' ~- v ' • 
Jl • 1:'1 
·ai ,;;:-~ 
Viola. ~· ~Cf..sc. ~~; I-li'~ r.r.a I~I.J -~ i". 1:'1 
'cr•sc. f ~i:.~~~~·.C ~·-· ! 
• Andante. ;---,..~ ill frommer RUh ;:. a;n 
II. 
Arathe. I' 
Welch' scho 1:'1 .. nt Nachtl ~ei .. ae, lei .. se, from-~ Wei-se, schwing'dich 
{ ~c,..sc. .1~ VIc. 
K. B. II 
'I erose. .I , ~ 
Example 3. continued 
Weber 
Oer Freiscbtitr 
I. I 
VIol. 
., 
n. 
VIola. 
Ac· 
Vlo. 
K.B • 
. tifl# 
.Ill •• Recit . 
I. 
VIol. I r 
D. 
r: i'" I I 
VIola. 
- Re~it. ' I 
• ' ' ' lfj 0 miiwie ..:1 .. ;..] .•. 
....-.In 
Vlo. ~ 
I I ~ ' K.B. 
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Example 3. continued 
Weber 
Oer FreisdJtitr 
~ ... Adagio. __,......._ 
Pl. 
., 
r..!.. 1...{] 
•• 
p 
Xlar.la. A. 
.. pr---p~ 
.. ~-
VIol. 
.. 
~ 
I 7' 'i''l"" 
I~·· 
~~:r1 1' 
I. 
IL 
VIola. •• 
I !jip 
.,T. I 
• 
~r 
.} ..;, p;~ 
• 
-• .... ! .... rtf n; .• : Zo dlr elc. schwer. ~· 
·_ 
Vlo. 
. 
' 
K.B. 'If'! 
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Sundelin says that the flute parts must not be too low, whereas Berlioz 
says that low flute parts are often very effective. Sundelin is probably 
describing a different setting than Berlioz, although both descriptions 
revolve around the flute's use of low pitches. The difference is that in the 
./Jer Freischtitz example, the clarinet moves twice as slowly as the flutes. 
Also the clarinet sounds in its lower range thus allowing the flutes to be 
heard. The passages that immediately precede these measuresl9 must also 
be taken into consideration, for without them much of the flute effect would 
be lost. In both instances the vocal part covers the lower tessitura and the 
accompaniment is simple, so the transition into this unique flute part is 
comfortable, and not a surprise for the ear. I find it difficult to believe that 
Sunde lin would not have been quite familiar with ./Jer Freischtitz because of 
its huge success in Berlin. 
Da sie meistens hOher. als die erste 
Violine, zu stehen kommen, so muB 
man sich in Acht nehmen, daB sie 
gegen die Violinstimme keine 
unangenehme oder verbotene 
Fortschreitungen, bilden,besonders 
ist die erste Flote dem GehOr sehr 
auffallend.20 
19Measures 1-3 and Z7-Z9. 
20Sundelin, Die l.11strume.11tillru.111, p.l4. 
When the first flute is higher than · 
the violin, one must be careful not 
to write parts that would create 
an ·unpleasant or improper 
progression with the violin, 
especially making the first flute 
too conspicuous to the listener. 
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Sundelin's comments about numbers also can be useful for 
performers. He states: 
Es sind im Orchester deren zwei, 
namlich: eine erste und eine 
zweite, welche bei starken Tuttis 
gro6entheils ziemlich hoch in der 
Entfernung von Terzen, Sexten 
oder dergleichen lntervallen 
gegeneinander gehen.2t 
There are two of them [flutes] in 
the orchestra, namely a first and 
second, which generally · play 
thirds, sixths or other similar 
intervals in the upper range to 
reinforce tuttis. 
Sundelin continually refers to the flutes in pairs, even though the 
roster from 1825 Berlin Opera lists the full orcfJestra22 whose wind section 
includes four flutes, five oboes, five clarinets, and five bassoons. However, 
there is also another important note on the list: 
"This is the full orchestra but it seldom plays as such except in 
Spontini's operas. "23 
Some works popular at that time used forces that required less 
than the numbers cited in the 1825 list. For example, ./Jer Preiscbutz 
24 calls for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two 
trumpets, three trombones timpani and strings. However, the very fact that 
21J1Jid., p.H 
22Koury, T/JeOrc.bestn, p."i29. 
23J1Jid . . p."i29. 
24Car1 Maria von Weber, Per F.rt~isc.butr . Edited from t.he autograph manuscript by 
Hermann Abert. (New York: Eulenburg. Ltd). 
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here a specific number of performers was requested25 presents the 
possibility that at other times parts had been doubled, and perhaps even 
tripled, and Weber was simply ensuring that the numbers of performers 
that he requested be used. 
Thus, Sundelin was probably describing the core of orchestral flute 
forces, but depending on the specifications, if any, that were made by the 
composer, the actual number could vary greatly. The availability of ripieno 
players at any given time must also be taken into account. But judging by 
the instrumentalist rosters and by the fact that Weber found it necessary to 
specify two flutes, et cetera, it must be concluded that often more than one 
wind player covered each part. 
Berlioz offered specific figures for orchestral balance. In his 
vr1111d traite Berlioz had this to say about the orchestra: 
" A distinction should be made between theater and 
concert orchestras... In the past the number of string 
instruments in opera orchestras was always in correct 
proportion to that of the other instruments; but for some 
years this has no longer been the case. A comic opera 
orchestra which had only two flutes, two oboes, two 
clarinets, two French horns, two bassoons, rarely two 
trumpets, and hardly ever any timpani, was well 
balanced with nine first violins, eight second violins, six 
25Jbid. , brisionslwric!Jt. 
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violas. seven violoncellos and six double-basses. 
Nowadays, however, with four horns, three trombones, 
two trumpets, a bass drum and timpani, but still with 
the same number of string instruments, the balance is 
completely destroyed. The violins are scarcely audible, 
and the total effect is extremely unsatisfactory. " 
Although Berlioz's ultimate point in this passage is that the strings 
need reinforcing, he does let us know that the brass section had been greatly 
expanded. Therefore, the possibility exists that the winds were doubled in 
order to compensate for this change. 
Koury points out 26 that Berlioz said the 1843 Berlin orchestra was 
the one for important performances. 27 Below is the inventory of musicians 
used in that orchestra: 
1843-0pera: (Berlin) 
4 flutes, 4 oboes, 4 clarinets, 4 bassoons: 
4 horns. 4 trumpets, 4 trombones; 
1 timpani, 2 percussion, 2 harps; 
14 first violins, 14 seconds, 8 violas, 10 cellos. 8 basses. 
Total: 87. 
26Koury, TiJeOrcilestra . p. 430. 
27Hector Berlioz, Memoires. P. Citron. ed. (Paris:Garmier-Flammarion.l%9), vol. II. 
p.119. 
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The woodwinds retained the forces for ripieno strength. Because of 
this report from Berlioz and the 1825 Berlin tally, the possibility of forte 
doubling cannot be ignored. 
As with the flute, the piccolo that is discussed is one that is based on D 
rather than on C. Sundelin does mention that other types of piccolos 
(Oktavfloten) are used: the E-flat, and the Oktav-Terzflote, which he says is 
seldom used in the orchestra. He provides musical examples of their pitch 
relationship with the flute. He recommends that the piccolo be used 
infrequently, because of its piquant sound, and that it need not always 
proceed in octaves with the flute. He remarks that two are occasionally used 
but, unfortunately does not specify when to do so.28 Perhaps he refers to the 
double piccolo parts in Kaspar's song, Hier im ird'schen jammertal from lJer 
FreisciJtitz, one of the examples that Berlioz cites. By the time Berlioz 
writes about the piccolo, the fundamental pitch of the instrument has 
changed to C. 29 
Sundelin does not say nearly as much about the oboe and the English 
horn as he does about some other instruments, and most of what he says is 
simply echoed by Berlioz. However, a few comments are unique. For 
example, the range for the oboe that Sundelin discusses is from c to d'" or e"'; 
Berlioz's oboe is from B to f'". It is apparent how the instruments changed in 
a relatively short period. 
28Sundelin, Die!Dslru1118DiieruDI.PP.16-17. 
29Berlioz/Strauss. Cn111d lnlile, p.236. 
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According to Sundelin the English horn is an enlarged oboe that not 
regularly used in the orchestra.30 Conversely, Berlioz includes the English 
horn as a regular member of the orchestra. 
The discussions about the clarinet and basset horn are much more 
extensive. Again, most of the observations in lJie /ostrumentieruog are 
later echoed in Berlioz in his tirlliJd trail~ but a few are not. For example, 
Sundelin says that although there are many different keys of clarinets, one 
most often uses the B-flat clarinet: One makes a selection from the different 
clarinets depending on the key of the composition: 
" ... when a piece is in E-Clat major one takes a Bb 
clarinet, which must also be indicated in the part. 
ForB-flat major, F major, A-flat major and C major 
and their relative minor keys, one likewise takes 
the B-flat clarinet. But when the keys of the piece 
are A major, D major, E major, B major, or G major 
then one uses the A-clarinet. The C clarinet is 
reserved for the keys of C major, G major and F 
major. " 31 He also discusses the differences in the 
tone qualities of these clarinets. 
Although I have been focusing on Sundelin's comments about the 
orchestra, the following passage about the clarinet from the Mllitiir Musil: 
volume must be noted: 
30sundelin, /Jie lostrumeotieruDK.p.ZO. 
31[1Jid. ' p.22. 
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Diese erste und zweite Stimme 
wird aber von mehreren Personen 
zugleich vorgetragen, deswegen 
darf man bei langeren SaBen keine 
Rocksicht auf die Ermodung der 
Blaser nehmen, da sie sich ablosen 
konnen, und man ist auch oft zu 
sehr anhaltenden sa6en fOr die 
[([arinette gezwungen, da sie, wie 
schon gesagt, die Hauptstimme 
bildet. 32 
The first and second voice are 
conjointly performed by several, 
hence one need not worry about 
the players' becoming fatigued in 
long passages, since the players 
can relieve one another, and one 
can often write quite long lines for 
the clarinet since they, as already 
stated, should have the main 
voice.33 
Here we discover that clarinetists became fatigued by playing long 
passages. The clarinet embouchure and reeds had not yet been perfected, 
and they tired rather than supported the performer. Although orchestral 
clarinetists were usually not called upon to perform sustained bauptstimme 
passages like the violinists were, it is possible that they became fatigued as 
well. and therefore required the support of additional clarinetists. This 
would not be that different from the modern first hornist who uses an 
assistant for reinforcement of his own part during particularly demanding 
passages. 
Sundelin advises caution when frequently switching between these 
clarinets in the same piece. "If this is necessary throughout, then before a 
32 1/Jid. , .Milit4r .Musil; p.8. 
33Sundelin, f)jq /.astrumtf.Dtitfru.aK fur SUUlltlkiJq .Mih'tii.r .MusiL, p.7.Sundelin likens 
t.he clarinet to t.he orchestra's violin. 
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solo one must pause as long as time comfortably permits because when 
the instrument has not been blown for a while it is cold and a little lower in 
pitch, thus making an unpleasant solo. "3'1 Sundelin also discusses the 
clarinet's cousin, the basset horn, but states it is used in the orchestra only 
on special occasions, and sometimes with a first and second.35 
His comments regarding the bassoon are brief, but he does offer 
recommendations about keys that are well suited for the bassoon, such as 
E-flat, F. C, G, and A. 36 However, there is one salient comment in this 
passage; here we find that Sundelin is interested in allowing the bassoon to 
be independent of the bass-line. Similar notions are expressed a few years 
later by GaBner. 
"Although the second bassoon. (therefore there are at 
least two in the orchestral. .. is naturally lower (than the 
first] and makes the bass of the wind instruments, it is not 
always necessary for it to proceed with the cello or 
contra-bass; there can be a beautiful effect especially 
when the bassoon has more sustained tones which are 
executed in the greatest Pianissimo, rather than in 
figured passages. " 37 
34Sundelin. Die Instrumentierun& p.23 ... 1st dieses a!Mr durciJIIUS notiJi¥. so muiJ 
.llliUl durcb Pausen so Yilll Z11it uoriK IIJSSIID , da/J 11s mit iJIIqu11J111iciJL11it 811SCiJeiJIID 
LIUID, 11ucb lf"O .lllOKiiclJ nicbt Kleicb DIICiJ dtlm Umstim.11111D mit Solo IU1f1U18t1D, diiDD 
IYIIDD diiS Instrum11Dt ein11 IY11il11 nicbt 811DIIIseD IYllrde, so ist liS Lllit. und dlulurcb iLl 
dllr Sti.m.lllUDK etiYIJS tillfer 8IIIYOrdiiD, lf"llkiJIIS IIIStiarJD oeim Solo sebr UDIU1811DIIiJ.IIl 
11Uff811t. 
35Joid . • p. 24. 
3&Joid . • p. 26. 
37Joid .. p. 26. 
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From excerpts like this and others that appeared throughout the 
woodwind discussion we can see that this treatise is more sophisticated than 
the instrumental tutors which flourished at the end of the eighteenth 
century. The recommendations about how the instruments could be used in 
the context of an orchestral setting, which dynamic level could be most 
effective, or how different instruments should be spaced within chords were 
not part of the tutors, which only focused on technical capabilities of the 
individual instruments. Thus, Sundelin's IJie lnstrumentierung flir das 
Orcbester certainly helped to turn the course of these treatises toward the 
comprehensive orchestration treatises that became popular in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. 
The horn heads Sundelin's discussion about the brass family. He 
demonstrates that the horn has a theoretically wide range but stresses that 
the composer can not use this entire range in every piece. The horn 
Sundelin describes is the natural horn. That he did not discuss the new valve 
horns by Stolzel seems peculiar because the last page of this treatise 
contains an advertisement for the new chromatischen 
.Metll!-D/ase-lnstrument by Stolzel. 38 These instruments are included in the 
companion volume on .Milit:ir .Musik. 
38See example 6. 
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According to Charlton there were four horns at the Academie since 
1788, and probably before that.39 Sundelin says that sometimes only two 
are used in the orchestra;to perhaps reflecting a local tradition, but in his 
concluding paragraph in this chapter he does also say that 
Die Horner sind auch zuweilen im 
Orchestrer vierfach beseBt, wo 
alsdann ohngefahr zwei die 
Stimmung in C und die andern 
heiden in.F haben .. :u 
... there are sometimes four horns 
in the orchestra , where upon 
there are usually two in C and two 
in F ... 
The figures from the 1823 Koniglich-Preussische Kapelle show that 
eight hornists were employed that year, as well as three trumpeters, two 
flugelhornists and two trombonists. Concurrently it was becoming 
increasingly common to find orchestral compositions that called for more 
than two horns. I wonder why eight hornists were employed if only two 
were sometimes used as Sundelin's description implies. As with the 
woodwinds, is it possible that even the two horn parts were doubled? 
Moreover, if we accept the notion that at least occasion;t/ly four horns were 
used (even though eight persons were listed on the roster), along with three 
trumpeters42 and two trombones 43, which would more or less balance the 
39David Philip Charlton ,Orchestral PracticeioParis, p.l13. 
"'OSundelin. Dieloslrumeotieruog p.27. 
i I IIJid. ,p.33. 
12for the sake of argument even omit the flogelhorns now. 
13 I question the accuracy of two trombones; by 1828 many orchestral parts called for 
three. 
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brass section, then a large complement of strings would be needed as well. 
As the table below demonstrates, in 1823 there was a large pool of hired 
string players from which to draw. If the orchestra consisted of four horns, 
three trumpets, two trombones, timpani, only twenty violins (only a portion 
of the strings ), six violas, eight celli and five basses, then it would still be 
musically sound to utilize four (of the five) flutes, four oboes, four clarinets, 
and four bassoons. 
1823- Spontini, first conductor: 
5 flutes, 1 piccolo, 5 oboes, 5 clarinets, 5 bassoons; 
8 horns, 3 trumpets, 2 keyed flugelhorns. 2 trombones; 
1 timpani, 1 harp, 1 piano; 
4 concertmasters. 11 first violins. 11 second violins, 7 violas, 
10 cellos, 7 basses. 
Tota1=89. 44 
Sundelin recommends that in a composition horn parts consist L. 
eighth notes because: 
Die als Achtel geschriebenen Noten 
haben einen hellen und vollen Ton; 
die als Viertel geschriebenen aber 
haben fast aile einen dumpfen Ton 
und sind nur im hOchsten Nothfall 
anzuwenden und zwar im Solo 
noch eher als beim Tutti. Dieses gilt 
von allen folgenden Beispielen.45 
44Koury, lJJeOrclJestra , p.429. 
45Sundelin,Die IDst.rumeDtie.ruD~o p p.28. 
... eighth-notes have a bright , 
full tone; quarter notes, however, 
result in dull tones and are only to 
be used when absolutely 
necessary, such as in a solo 
passage rather than in a tutti. This 
is demonstrated in all of the 
following examples. 
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Although not indicated, Sundelin probably intended that the tempo 
marking for the above example be at least andante if not tilfegro because 
the eighth-notes must be short enough to allow the player to quickly move 
to the next note. Some of the most brilliant passages produced by brass 
instruments are those which consists of shorter note values rather than 
sustained tones. This example is for horn in C; however, Sundelin lists 
similar excerpts for horn in D. E-flat, E. F. G . A. B-flat alto. and B-flat basso. 
As stated above, Sundelin is quite enthusiastic about discussing 
voicing and voice leading. Here he provides an example of a correct harmonic 
resolution for the horn. 
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Wenn ein horn die Septime der 
erklingenden Harmonie hat. so 
la6t man diese Septime haufig 
springen ... wie bei 
Corni inC 
Or chester 
wo das C diese springende Septime 
darstellt. nur ist es alsdann nothig, 
da6 ein anderes Instrument. durch 
welches diese Septime verdoppe1t 
wurde, dieselbe richtig auf1ol3t, 
oder daB das h, im zweiten 
Akkorde durch eine andere 
Fortschreitung herbeigeschafft 
wurde, 
Harmonie 
darf:t6 
da es, als Terz der 
nicht ganz fehlen 
46J!JiJ .• pp.32-33. 
When a horn has the seventh of 
the resounding harmony, one can 
allow the seventh to leap . . . as in 
where the C brings out this leaping 
seventh; only it is therefore 
necessary that another instrument. 
by which this seventh should be 
doubled, should be correctly 
resolved, or that the B in the 
second chord would create another 
progression, in which it, as the 
third of the harmony, would not be 
entirely missed. 
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Charlton feels that there was a certain mystique attached to the horn 
in France at this period. Not only were more method books published for 
the horn than for any other instrument. but sections dealing with horn 
playing in general treatises (for instance. those of Vandenbrceck. Choron) 
are far more extended than any other.47 Sundelin's is no exception because 
his chapter on the horn is twice as long as any of his other chapters. 
In his discussion of the trumpet, Sundelin compares its many different 
pitches to those of the horn. His discussion includes the C. A. D. 
E-flat. and F trumpets with thorough range and scale examples for each of 
them. 
Das schnelle Sto13en der Tone in 
Sechszehntheilen.ZweiunddreiBigs = 
theilen und dergleichen, ist Ieicht 
auszufuhren. nur muB es selten 
geschehen, weil es sonst ins 
Militarische und auch zu 
Gewohnliche ausartet.48 
Quick notes such as sixteenths, 
thirty-seconds and the like are 
easy to play but they must occur 
seldom because otherwise [the 
piece] degenerates into sounding 
too military or even vulgar. 
Finally, Sundelin says that the orchestra has two or three timpani 
which usually play the tonic and dominant of the the chords; he provides a 
series of tonic/dominant examples in all keys so that the composer may 
47Charlt.on, OrclleSinll PniCtke io Paris. p.l85. 
48Sundelin, Die lostrumeolieruog p.36. 
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understand idiomatic timpani parts as well as the transpositions that the 
timpanist must make. What I thought was quite interesting was Sundelin's 
treatment of the timpani in a V-1 resolution. He states that "as with the horn 
and the trumpet, the timpani can leap from the seventh of the V chord. in 
this case , to the tonic note. " 49 
Orc:hutr 
!'1 gl-t I 11t I II -'l- 1 ...... ._--.: ,---· 
Tl111p. In E.H. 
9' r ' J i II 
It would have been more in keeping with the orchestral literature of 
the time had Sundelin urged composers to have the timpani play the fifth in 
the V chord and not the seventh. Another popular nineteenth-century use of 
the percussion that Sundelin mentions is the triangle and the cymbals in 
janissary music. 50 He also says that the snare drum can have a very 
effective crescendo/decrescendo effect which may be the first reference to 
this use in an instrumentation treatise. 51 
49J!Jid. 'p. 43. 
50 Ibid., p. H. 
51J!Jid. ' pp.45-46. 
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While Sundelin provides a regimented and thorough discussion in the 
main body of the treatise, he leaves us with what is perhaps the most 
interesting feature: an advertisement on the last page with a price list of 
Stolzel's newly-invented valve brass instruments. Here one learns that the 
chromatic Waldhorn can be had for the mere cost of 40 HeiciJsmart. (about 
$300.00 by today's scale) and a trumpet in F or E-flat for only 25 
Heic!Jsm~~rt . Other instruments have similar prices. Sundelin may have 
wished that composers would test his orchestration ideas on these 
instruments that were conveniently for sale at the Lindenstral3e shop, not far 
from Wagenfuhr's Buch und Musik Handlung in Berlin.52 
We have seen that J)Je lnstrumentierung fur das Ordlester is quite 
different from instrumental tutors that preceded it. Innovative aspects of 
this work include its recommendations about spacing and placement of 
instruments. such as assigning the weaker interval of a chord to the viola 
rather than to the violin. or allowing the flute to play important intervals 
only when it is playing in its middle or registers. These issues occupy a large 
portion of the treatise, and we even find a few suggestions for effective 
instrumental combinations, a topic to become paramount for GaBner. Other 
innovative aspects of this treatise include the references to dynamic levels in 
conjunction with orchestral settings. All of these features make this work, 
which Sundelin humbly referred to as "this little book," 53 of greater 
significance than it might first appear. 
52 Ibid .. p.'i8. 
53 1/Jid .• p. 2. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE INSTRUMENTAL ASPECTS OF 
GABNER'S PAKTITUKI£NNTN/fl 
During the years that surrounded the appearance of 
Sundelin's lJie lostrumeolierung. several other similar textbooks became 
available to assist musicians in the study of orchestration. As we have seen 
in Sundelin's treatise, the study of orchestration became coupled with the 
study of technical abilities of various instruments. Within a few years many 
musicians began to add yet another element to this framework of study: 
the aural effects that different instrumental combinations produced. In other 
words, commentators realized that not only could some instrumental 
combinations be more effective than others because several instruments 
could be juxtaposed without either losing its individual quality; rather, they 
went one step further. in considering the sound produced by the 
combination to be a sound quality unto itself. Again. student and teacher 
alike searched for guidance in this new field. It was to this need that Ga6ner 
so aptly responded with his Parlitur.Kenotoi/J in 1838. Ga6ner, too, 
expressed an urgent need for instrumentation instruction: 
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Das Studium von Partituren ist 
uner1al3liche Bedingung fi.ir den 
angehenden TonseBer; derselbe 
mul3 sich also die Fahigkeit 
erwerben, jede Gattung von 
Partituren lesen zu konnen! Dazu 
gehOrt eine Anleitung, welche man 
aber in den meisten Lehrbi.icher 
der Composition entweder gar 
nicht, oder nur oberflachlich 
behandelt findet. Diejenigen 
Kunstji.inger also. . . nehmen ihre 
Zuflucht zu der musikalischen 
Literatur und finden--Nichts--weil 
das wenige i.iber diesen so 
wichtigen Gegenstand Erschienene, 
in verschiedenen Werken 
vereinzelt--keine eigentliche 
Anleitung dazu geschrieben ist. I 
The study of scores is an essential 
prerequisite for a young composer; 
he must also acquire the ability to 
read each family I of instruments) 
from the score! This requires 
instruction, which is either 
completely ignored or only treated 
superficially in most instruction 
books in composition. The young 
composer thus. . .turns to the 
musical literature and finds 
nothing--because this ever so 
important subject appears only 
sporadically in various works--
there is no actual instruction 
written about it. 
I ferdinand GaJ3ner, Partitur.ttiDDIJJi.IJ, Vorrede. p.V. 
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Like Sunde lin. Ga6ner systematically discusses all of the common 
instruments of the period. Although many of GaBner's notions can be found 
in Sundelin's 1828 treatise, GaBner's coverage is much more comprehensive. 
The first chapter discusses the string instruments, and in order to emphasize 
that this is actually an orchestration treatise, GaBner explains that his 
treatise is not for someone who has never seen or heard a string instrument. 
Nor is it intended for someone to learn to play an instrument. Rather, it is for 
the composer who must learn about character, tone quality, range and the 
1ike.2 The significance of the words "character" and "tone quality" cannot be 
underestimated because this may have been the first time that these issues , 
in conjunction with the topic of instrumental combinations, were actually 
discussed in print. The printed study of orchestration had begun with 
instrumental tutors and progressed to discussions of instrumental 
combinations. GaBner made two further steps, and focused not only on 
instrumental combinations, but the tone quality of the instruments, 
individually and in combination. In doing this he supplied all the 
ingredients necessary to create what we now think of as a complete 
orchestration treatise. By including GaBner in the history of orchestration 
treatises, we can actually see the progression which culminated with 
Berlioz's in 1844. This chapter and that which follows will focus on GaBner's 
discussions about the individual instruments and to the chapter titled 
"/nstrumenta/ell'ekt. " 
2J!Jitl .. p.5. 
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Another notable passage from the opening pages of the 
Partiturkenntni/J deals with the status of the voice in German musical 
circles. It is actually embedded in the discussion about the strings. GaBner's 
description of the string section concurs with modern opinion on most points: 
the strings (first and second violins, viola. celli and basses) may play either 
independently of other instruments, as accompaniment or in alternation with 
wind instruments. The first violin plays either a specific melody, or perhaps 
doubles a singer or wind line.3 Gaf3ner mentions nothing about operatic 
settings, yet he pairs the violin with the voice. German opera had become so 
popular that the voice came to be treated like another instrument, and, thus 
it is only natural that it should be included in orchestration discussions. 
From that point the voice was regularly included in musical discussions other 
than those that focused on the Paris opera. In fact, the excerpt used to 
demonstrate the first violin's accompanimental capability is Inea's aria from 
Winter's Onterbrochenem Opferfest. 
The very next excerpt serves to illustrate the second violin's relation 
to the first. It is not coincidental that it is another operatic excerpt: Donna 
Anna's opening phrase, "Non sperar. se non m 'uccid.i clJ'io ti /asci fuggir 
mar from Mozart's lJon 6.iovll11Di. 1 (See example 4) GaBner includes this 
excerpt to juxtapose the first and second violins. as well as to show how the 
violins can be used as accompaniment. There were many other purely 
instrumental works that could also have demonstrated this, but the fact that 
it was an operatic excerpt supports the notion that in Germany, as in Paris, 
3J!Jid. 'p. 5. 
4W .A. Mozart. JJo.a 6ioY11.11.Di. " Introduzione." 
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Example 4 
Mozart 
lJoo Giov111111i 
"Noo speru, se ooo 111 'uccidi. cb Yo ti /11sci fuggir mlli" 
c\1nbl. 
~-
'liaf•i. ,/<1-
I"' 
• 
ExampleS 
Boieldieu 
Clliife voo Bll8dlld Overture 
- . 
, .. \.... 
• • • - ...:.L., 
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opera and hence the voice secured a prominent role in the orchestra. or 
that the opera orchestra was considered to be the principal orchestral body. 
Continuing with his discussion of the strings, Ga8ner provides 
information that could perhaps be useful when researching nineteenth 
century orchestral sites . He says that there are six first and six second 
violins. four violas, three celli and two or three basses, of course depending 
on the size of the orchestra. 5 This treatise was written in 1838 in Karlsruhe; 
it is interesting to compare these figures with those of other European 
orchestras at that time. The Paris opera orchestra had twelve first violins, 
twelve second violins, eight violas, ten celli and eight basses in 1839;6 the 
Odeon Theatre in 1840' had thirty violins (fifteen each). ten violas, twelve 
celli and nine basses. The Court Opera at Berlin in the 1830's and 1840's 
had similar figures: ( 1830) 8 twenty-four violins, twelve violas, six celli, six 
basses; (1843) 9 twenty-eight violins, eight violas, ten celli and eight basses. 
As we saw in Chapter 3. Berlioz had much to say about string numbers: 
5GaBner. Part.iturkeDDtDiiJ. p. 7. 
6 Daniel Koury, "The Orchestra,"p. 4'H. 
7 Ibid .. pp. 457-8. 
8 Ibid . • p. 429. 
9 Ibid .• p. 430. 
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. . . tile finest concert orchestra-for a hall scarcely 
larger than tilat of tile Conservatoire, tlle most 
complete, the richest in shadings and tone colors, 
tlle most majestic tlle most powerful and at tlle 
same time tlle most mellow, would be composed as 
follows: 
21 first violins, 20 second violins, 18 vio/a.-v, 8 first 
viofonceDos, 7 second viofonce/Jos, 1 tJ 
doublebasses, 4 harps, 2 small/lutes. 2 large Dutes, 
2 oboes, I .Bng1isb born, 2 c/arinets, /basset-horn 
or 1 bass c/uinet, 4 bassoons. 4 valve horns. 2 
valve trumpets. 2 cornets wit.b pistons far 
cylinders./. J trombones(/ alto, 2 tenor or J tenor) 
1 bass trombone, 1 opbicfeide or I bass tuba, 2 
pairs of kettledrums wit.b 4 drummers. 1 bas.~ 
drum and 1 pair cymbal.~. I 0 
It is difficult to say why the figures that GaBner gives vary so much 
from those cited by Koury and described by Berlioz. Information about sizes 
of ensemble from Karlsruhe is limited and it is possible that the ensembles in 
that city were smaller due to the nature of the establishment there. Since it 
was not a cultural focal point like Paris or Berlin, there was possibly not 
enough revenue to support very large ensembles. The numbers of strings that 
he does give are proportionally sound within themselves and it would be 
easy to multiply them by two and add winds. It is unfortunate that GaBner 
I 0Berlioz/Strauss, 6nuu/ traiM. pp. 406-407 
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did not seize this opportunity to present a specific tally of both the wind and 
string forces of the local orchestra. 
Gal3ner proceeds from the general comments about the strings to a 
quite detailed discussion of the individual instruments. He follows this 
format for all of the subsequent chapters. His predilection for the violin is 
apparent from the start when he says that is is is the most perfect and 
favorite of the string instruments. It is strung with four gut strings, which 
become relatively weaker: the lowest11 is coated with silver wire and is the 
strongest. 12 Gal3ner says that only the g string is silver coated.13 Most 
modern violinists uses aluminum-covered middle strings and a plain or 
wound steel E string which produces a clear sound. Later Gal3ner states that 
the viola has 4 gut strings14, of which the 2 lowest are covered with silver. 
The cello's strings are likewise four gut strings, of which the two lowest are 
also covered with silver. The string sound familiar to Gal3ner is somewhat 
different from the one familiar to the twentieth century audience. Thus, 
Gal3ner was listening to a much darker, softer sounding Mozart and 
Beethoven than we are today. Gal3ner15 refers to the E-string as the quinte 
and both Berlioz16 and Gal3ner call theE string the c!Janterel/e. 
11GaJ3ner has made an error here. He identifies the g string as being 1' and it is I· 
12GaJ3ner, Pa.rtitur.te.o.otni/J, p. 9. 
13 Ibid. . p.9. Sie ist mit vier .Darmsaite.o. JYelche veriJIIJtniiJmii/Jig du.o.oer JYerde.o. 
!Jezoge.o: die tiefste ist de/JiJIIJ!J Ills die st8r.tste zu !Jetrachte.o. JYeil sie mit Sil!Jerdraht 
u!Jenoge.o ist. 
11Ga.6ner identifies them as c' .1' ,d', aad a' but viola strings are tuned c.a.d' and a'. 
15Ga.6ner, Pa.rtitur.te.o.o/.Qi/J, p.9. 
16Berlioz/Strauss, flra..od trai/8 . p. 2. 
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Berlioz and GaBner concur that the uppermost "safe" note on the violin 
is a"' ; however, Berlioz says that it is possible to extend the upper range by 
another octave.J? Sundelin conservatively suggests that f'" be the uppermost 
note, but such a limited range would preclude many works including 
Beethoven's string quartets and symphonies and a great deal of Mozart's 
chamber music. 
As for the second violin, Gallner warns that just because the part is 
labeled "second" that does not mean that it is any easier to play. In fact. he 
warns that often the second part is much more difficult to perform than the 
first and composers as well as performers must not fall prey to the notion 
that second parts may be handled by second rate players. 18 To illustrate 
this point Gal3ner presents an excerpt from Boieldieu's C;llffe von Bagdad 
Overture in which the second violin plays a series of sixteenth notes at an 
a/Jecro tempo marking, while the first violin has a less demanding eighth 
and quarter note passage. [See example 51 Berlioz, interestingly enough, 
mentions nothing about the relative difficulty of first and second violin 
parts. 
GaBner cites several composers whose works provide excellent 
examples of solo/ripieno parts; these composers include Mozart, Haydn. 
Beethoven, Spohr, Fresca. and Ons1ow.l9 Unfortunately the pieces are not 
specified. In this passage GaBner uses the word 'Tondichtungen" instead of 
"Kompositionen." Apparently "Tondichtung" did not have the meaning of 
17 Ibid .. p.Z. 
18GaBner. Partituri:rtDDI.oi.6. p. 6. 
19f!Jid .. p. Sn. 
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symphonic poem; rather. it had the generic meaning of composition.20 Later. 
Gal3ner has another interesting use of the term: 
In den neueren Tondichtungen 
erscheint das Violoncell oft ganz 
anders. als der ContrabaB. 
durchaus nicht als Grund~sondern 
als Mittel=oder gesangflihrende 
Stimme. 21 
In new compositions the cello 
often functions entirely differently 
than the contra-bass- not at all as 
a ground [i.e.bass) voice but rather 
as a middle or a melodic voice .... 
In this excerpt from Robert /e .Oiab/e the cello plays a vital role in the 
accompaniment. While the other strings provide the block chords, the cello's 
simple arpeggiations fill in under the flute. This demonstrates the cello's new 
independence from the bass line. 
Regarding the bass, Gal3ner boldly states that the good contra-bassist 
is the heart of the orchestra: 
'Der gute Contra-bassist ist die Seele des Orchesters: 
wenn er es versteht. der Direktor desselben . . . " 22 
Such a designation points to the conception of the orchestra, as 
formulated from the bass up. This perception manifested itself in the nearly 
gravitational pull toward the lower sounding instruments that dominated in 
20 A .OiclionllJ'}' of t.be EnglisiJ 8/Jd 6er.m811 La.nguqes. Friedrich Kohler, ed. (Boston: 
S. R. Urbino), 1869, p. 465. 
21Ga.Bner. ParliturkenntnifJ. p.l2. 
22 /!Jid . , p.13. The good contra-bassist is the heart of the orchestra; when he 
understands that. he is the director himself. 
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symphonic music for much of the nineteenth century. Some twentieth 
century composers, such as Debussy in .De /'Aube, liberated the orchestra 
from this grounding by placing the focal point of the orchestra in its center.23 
GaBner continues with an outline of the contra-bass tuning saying that 
it is seldom strung with five, frequently with three, and usually and best 
with four gut strings, which are tuned in fourths, and are namely E. A. d and 
g The pitches of the three stringed basses are A, d and g. The five string 
bass would be in F, A,d, f#, and a. "21 
Gal3ner states that the sound of the bass can be distinct, depending of 
the school from which the bassist came. He concludes the two chapters on 
strings by mentioning the bass virtuosi daii'Occa and Hindle 25 as well as a 
bass Concerto by Max Eberwein,26 which , in Gal3ner's opinion, Kohler27 
excellently performed.28 
23See David Levin." Some Instances of Parallel Voice-Leading in Debussy " Hi.tJetee.tJtb 
Centvry Mvsic, XI (1987). pp. 59-72. 
21The Hew Ha.rvard ./)ictio.tJa.ryof Mvsic. pp.240-241, states that "some instruments have 
a fifth string tuned Cl, and in orchestras theE string of the four-stringed instrument is 
often fitted with an extension that. by means of levers along the fingerboard permits 
playing down to C1 .... As late as the eighteenth century the most common instrument of 
this general type in use in Austria seems to have been one with five strings. tuned 
Fl,Al, D F• ,A and with frets, though writers of this period also mention four- and 
three- stringed instruments vithourt frets. Three-stringed instruments ... were well 
known in the 18th century and common throughout Europe in the 19th century. 
persisting into the 20th. " 
2'Feits, Biograpilie. vol. ). pp.165. jean Hindle vas an extremely talented contrabassist. 
born in Vienna in 1792. 
26According to Gaynor G. jones, New Grove Pictio.tJa.ry. vol.). p.816. Maximilian 
Eberwein (1814-75) vas a child prodigy first taught by his father and later by Hummel; 
after a successful career as a pianist and composer in Berlin and Paris, he settled in 
Dresden as a music teacher, where Hans von Bulow vas among his pupils. 
27J vas unable to discover information abot Kohler and dall'Occa. 
28Ga6ner. Pa.rtitvrke.tJnt.tJi/J, p .13n. 
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As with the strings, Gal3ner makes several remarks about the winds 
that foreshadow those found in Berlioz's Grand trait& and other works from 
later periods. One such example is from the discussion of the piccolo. By 
1838 the piccolo was commonly included as an orchestral instrument. The 
early nineteenth-century piccolo was difficult to play because of the close 
proximity of the finger holes which hadn't yet been covered and controlled 
by keys. Additionally, as with modern piccolos, a great deal of endurance is 
required by the piccolo player because the small lip plate quickly strains the 
embouchure. Gal3ner warns of these hazards,28 and to my knowledge, he 
was the first to do so. He also says that piccolo passages should not be 
studied from the new Italian scores because misuse rather than proper use 
would be learned in them.29Unfortunately Gal3ner did not specify which 
Italian scores he meant. but he was probably referring to those by Rossini 
which challenge the piccolo players with numerous rapid run of sixteenth 
and even thirty- second notes. 
Like Sundelin, GaBner lists the flute's lowest pitch as d', rather than c·. 
According to Howard Mayer Brown, some eighteenth century flute makers 
extended the range of the flute a whole step downwards by adding c' and c#' 
keys to the foot joint.30 Apparently these innovations had not become 
commonplace in Berlin and Karlsruhe, where Sundelin and GaBner were 
concerned with instrumental ranges. 
28J!Jid. ' p.16. 
29Ga.6ner, pp.16-17. JJas Studium des Pk~olosa/Jes ma~ile mao aber ja okilt io deo 
oeuero ita.Jieois~ileo Partitureo, ll'll mao es s111tt zu ge!Jrau~ileo, our .mi/J!Jrau~ileo 
Jeroeo JYQrde. 
30 Hova.rd Mayer Brovn, "Flute." NeJY Grove JJictiooa.ry of Music. VI. p. 674. 
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This also is true for the oboe, whose range actually extended at least 
down to b, and occasionally down to b-flat if the performer ha'd the proper 
extension on his instrument. However, both Gal3ner and Sundelin begin the 
oboe's range with c·. 31 Other than these range discrepancies GaJ3ner's 
observations and recommendations about the treatment of the piccolo, flute 
and oboe are traditional. 
But the English horn is quite another matter. Gal3ner's description of 
the English horn is most unusual; it seems that he is describing an entirely 
different instrument! 
Es ist nicht gerade (wie die Oboe), 
sondern die heiden Theile, aus 
welchen das Englische Horn 
besteht, bilden beinahe einen 
Halbcirkel und sind mit Ieder 
uberzogen. 32 
31Ga.6ner, PB.rliturb11111Did. p. 18. 
32J1Jitl .• p.l9. 
It is not straight (like the oboe); 
rather both parts from which it is 
made form a half circle and are 
covered with leather. 
7) 
Berlioz and Sundelin make no mention of this leather coating and 
both accurately describe the English horn that is familiar to us today. 
Moreover, in his article 'The English Horn in Classic and Early Romantic 
Music," R.M. Longyear says that "the English horn was least known in 
Germany. Several articles on the oboe of the time contain mo mention of its 
alto sister ... Not until 1829 (a review by A.B. Marx of Berlioz's Huit scenes 
de Poust) are English horns mentioned in a German publication. As late as 
1843, Berlioz discovered that English horns in Germany were rare; in most 
cases, they were either nonexistent or in extremely poor condition."33 
Finally, ·the New Harvard IJictio.nary of Music states that "the late 
eighteenth century instruments, which seem to be descended from the oboe 
da caccia, are curved and usually covered with leather." 3'1 It would appear 
that Gal3ner has confused the English horn with the oboe da caccia. He goes 
on to cite works that supposedly include the English horn, but this only 
confirms his confusion: 
33R.M. Longyear, "The English Horn in Classis and Early Romantic Music," MisceU8.11ea 
MusicoloKica. II. (1977), p.139 .. 
3'1Nfnr Hllri'Brd JJictioaary. p. 287. 
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The effect of the English horns in 
the proper character is shown in 
Mozart's Titus, Meyerbeer's Ko/Jert 
Je lJia.b/e, and Bellini's // Pirata. ... 
In Mozart's Titus, Mayerbeers [sk] 
Robert der Teufel und Bellinis 
Seerauber zeigt sich die Wirkung 
des englischen Hornes ganz in dem 
richtigen Charakter ... 35 
None of the three works cited call for the English horn or an oboe da 
caccia. La C!emenza di Tito uses a basset horn but that is an entirely 
different instrument. GaBner is obviously unfamiliar with the English horn. 
GaBner has more to say about the tone qualities of instruments than 
any of his predecessors. He uses a host of adjectives that range from sweet, 
and gentle to harsh and shrieking. Throughout the entire treatise he makes 
suggestions about instrumental combinations and attempts to verbalize the 
sounds that each unique combination produces. But an of his descriptions 
ultimately refer to the tone quality of the human voice, which for him is "the 
most interesting musical instrument.."36 GaBner ascribes a "natural charm·· 37 
to the voice and uses it as the standard of comparison for the other 
instruments. This notion recurs throughout the chapter on instrumental 
effect (which will be discussed in Chapter 6) but it occasionaHy appears 
during the sections about the individual instruments. For example, he likens 
the clarinet to a woman's voice: 
35GaBner, Pllrliturkenn1Di6. pp.19-20. 
36J!JiJ. ' p.80. 
37 1/JiJ. ' p. 127. 
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lhr Ton. welchen man wr hbchsten 
Kraft anwachsen und zum leisesten 
piano verschwinden lassen kann, 
gleicht einer vollen, runden 
Frauenstimme. Kein anderes 
Instrument laBt eine so tauschende 
Aehnlichkeit mit der weiblichen 
Stimme hervor -bringen.38 
Its tone. which can increase to 
great force or fade to a gentle 
piano . resembles a full. round 
female voice. No other instrument 
can produce such a striking 
resemblance to the feminine voice. 
T.llough he concentrates on the three orchestral clarinets (C, B-flat, and 
A), he mentions clarinets in other keys as well. The C clarinet is remarkably 
able to combine strength with sweetness and clarity. 39 GaBner·s criteria for 
selecting the most suitable clarinet greatly differ from Sundelin's, who 
selects his clarinet according to the key of the composition rather than the 
sound of the instrument. This is another example of the conceptual advances 
made in the development of orchestration treatises between .Oie 
lnstrumentierung ( 1828) and .Partiturl:enntniD ( 1838) . .Partiturl:enntniD 
analyzes in detail the different ranges of the clarinets and the effect that 
they produce, as are the idiomatic keys for the clarinet. GaBner even 
provides a description of Ivan Muller's new clarinet. 10 
38J!Jitl . • p. 20. 
39J!Jid . . p. 21. 
40 Ibid . . p. 99. 
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Like the cross between the English horn and the oboe da caccia, 
GaBner has also confused the bassethorn, krumhorn and the bass clarinet. 
The heading for the unit about these instruments and the first sentence are: 
"Bassethorn, Krumhorn, Bafklarinette 
( Corno diBassetto) 
is actually only a bigger clarinet." 41 
The so-called extended clarinet that Mozart and Stadler used was also 
referred to as the bafklarinette. GaBner then describes the form of this 
instrument as one that is "a little curved" and "usually has a brass bell ... 
. The [sounding) range extends from F to e'. " 12 "BaBclarinette" is used 
throughout this entire section as an umbrella term for all three instruments. 
However, the bass clarinet sounds a full octave lower than the standard (B-
flat) clarinet, and not only a fifth lower as GaBner would have us believe. It 
is the bassethorn that sounds a fifth below the C-clarinet. And the krumhorn 
is a double reed instrument that appears in various sizes and keys. As for 
the musical examples cited, Mozart's le Noae di Figuo uses none of these 
instruments; La Clemenra di nto and the Requiem use basset horns. 
11 1/Jid. , p. 24. "Bassetbor.o, Kru.miJor.o, .Bil.Odari.oet/6. 1st eige.otlkb .our ei.oe gro./Jere 
Clari.oette. " 
42J!Jid . • p. 24. 
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The concluding section on the woodwinds focuses on the bassoon and 
seems to describe the standard orchestral instrument. Gal3ner encourages 
composers to liberate the bassoon from its routine of playing only the bass 
line, claiming that it can be "either a solo, middle or bass voice."44 This 
section is filled with recommendations for instruments that effectively 
combine with the bassoon, as well as ideas about voicing. For instance: 
Wenn zwei Fagotte bei einer 
Harmonie gesel3t [sic I sind. und 
nicht in gleicher Lage oder auch in 
der Octave die Ba13stimme haben. 
so wird der erste Fagott als 
Mittlestimme. der zweite als 
Grundbal3stimme behandelt. ... Bei 
vollem Orchester. wo die 
Grundbal3stimme in den Cellos und 
Contrabassen liegt, konnen beide 
Fagotten, wenn sie nicht als 
Verstarkung mit diesen gehen- als 
Mittelstimmen auftreten. 45 
When two bassoons are part of the 
harmony and there is not a bass 
voice in the same range or octave, 
then the first bassoon would be 
treated as the middle voice and the 
second bassoon would be treated 
as the ground voice ... With a full 
orchestra. where the groundvoice 
lies with the celli and contra-
basses and the bassoons are not 
reinforcing them, then both 
bassoons can sound as middle 
voices. 
Here we can also find many words that refer to the tone quality of the 
bassoon. Gal3ner boasts of the versatility and unique character that make it 
well suited for various settings. 
44 /hid. ' p. 25. 
45 Ibid . . p. 25. 
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The woodwind chapters can be most useful to the composition student 
because effective combinations are both discussed fully and demonstrated 
by numerous excerpts from popular works of the time. These chapters refer 
to the orchestra, but very short examples of smaller ensembles are included 
as well. It is likely that GaBner himself composed some of these smaller 
pieces because, unlike most of the others, no one else is given credit for 
them. These additional examples include a clarinet/horn/bassoon trio46, a 
woodwind quintet 47 and a string quintet, 48also. The chapters devoted to the 
brass are just as comprehensive as those of the woodwinds and strings. 
As for the brass in general, which include the trombone, a relative 
latecomer to the symphony orchestra but not the opera orchestra. he states 
that in combination they make an impressive effect. 49 
GaBner, like Sundelin, Vandenbrreck. and others. devotes several 
pages to the horn. Although the valved horn is omitted from the unit, he 
must have been aware of it because he mentions contemporary 
improvements to the instrument in a footnote. Yet the natural horn, with all 
of its difficulties, holds a prominent position in the orchestra: 
46 Ibid . . No. 62a. 
47 Ibid. , No. 62b. 
48 Ibid . . no. l!Sb. 
49 Ibid., p. 26. 
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Dieses dankbarste, voHstandigste 
der Blechinstruments ist auch in 
dem Orchester das wichtigste, am 
meisten gebrauchte ... Paarweise-
in neuerer Zeit auch haufig zu 
Viert- fiillen die Horner als 
Mittelstimmen die Harmonieen 
aus. ~o 
This most useful. most complete of 
the brass instruments, is also the 
most often employed and most 
important brass instrument in the 
orchestra ... When used in pairs -
in modern times frequently in 
groups of four- the horns fill in the 
middle voices of the harmony. 
What can be useful to the composition student as well as to the hornist 
himself is a chart that clearly lists the pitches that can comfortably be 
produced from the various horns. For example, the pitches d, e, f#, g, a, b, c# 
and d will easily speak from a horn in D. All of the different horns are listed 
along with their idiomatic pitches. By referring to the list. the composer and 
performer can ascertain which crook[s) is required for the piece. 51 Most of 
this chapter revolves around the different pitches of the horns; since there 
are so many of them the discussion cannot help but be lengthy. However, 
several comments about the bright and energetic tone of the horn are also 
included. Below is an example in which the horns in C, on which these 
pitches will naturally sound bright, are coupled with a bassoon, an 
50 Ibid .. pp. 26-27. 
5lf1Jid . . p.28. 
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instrument whose warmer sound can make the horn seem even more 
brilliant. 
Comi inC 
Since several of the bassoon's notes in this example are higher than 
the second horn, thus making a few second inversion chords, Gal3ner may 
have intened this to be only part of a larger setting. Because this lower 
register of the second horn overlaps with the higher register of the bassoon, 
these two instruments blend to make a new sonority. The first horn is 
pitched high enough that its tones do not mix with the lower instruments, 
and its brightness . therefore, predominates. 
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The trumpet unit which, although very brief, discusses the different 
types of trumpets and their suitable keys. Like the horn, the information 
regarding the valve trumpet and keyed trumpet is reserved for another part 
of the treatise. It does appear that Gal3ner's concept of the versatility of the 
horn and the trumpet is limited to fanfare figures and marchlike passages. 
All of the excerpts used as examples are similar in character to the following: 
Clarlnl in Es 
These instruments had not yet realized their full potential as melodic 
instruments. 
The study of the trombone was one of the most interesting aspects of 
my study of the orchestration treatises. While Sundelin. Gal3ner and Berlioz 
do agree on many issues, none of their statements have so much potential 
influence on contemporary performers as do the trombone. It is significant 
that they are included in these works because trombones did not play a 
standard role in the symphonic literature until the middle of the 
nineteenth century. As with the voice chart in Francreur·s j}japason this is 
perhaps reflective of the opera orchestra, which began to use the trombone 
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in the seventeenth century after Monteverdi used it to depict the 
underworld in Orfea In the eighteenth century it was used for 
supernatural associations. 
At the very beginning Sundelin makes an excellent recommendation 
to the novice: 
"If one wishes to compose a piece or section for brass instruments, and 
the scoring calls for two horns, two trumpets, three trombones, he must be 
sure that all of the trombones do not play the same notes that the horns and 
trumpets have. He must also be certain than the trombones do not play the 
full chord because they would overpower the other instruments since they 
are so noticeable. "51 
Both Sundelin and GaBner divide the trombone chapter into three 
sections: the alto, tenor, and bass trombones with range examples for each 
of them. They concur on most points and most of what is said can be applied 
to modern trombone composition. What is remarkable is the difference 
between the ranges that they give for the alto trombone: 
51Sundelin, Pielnsl.rllmenlieriiDK,pp.39--40. 
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(oder) 
GaBner Sundel1n 
Although neither author mentions that the alto trombone is a 
transposing instrument pitched in E-flat, it is possible that Gafiner was 
citing the sounding pitches and Sundelin was citing the written pitches. 
In the scores of the popular works at that time, the top parts appear 
to have been written for the alto trombone itself, and are not simply parts in 
the alto range. Not only could many of the notes be more easily played on 
the alto trombone. but parts themselves were frequently written in the alto 
clef with the tenor trombone on the same stave. Even the scores were 
labeled "alto . tenore and basso tromboni." Examples of such works include 
Schubert's Great C Major and Unfinished symphonies. 51 
Another example is the alto trombone part in f)er Freiscbtitz52 which 
frequently reaches the C one octave above middle C. Even for an 
accomplished trombonist, playing in this range for long periods can be 
challenging. 
51 Franz Schubert, J:ritisclJe fJeS8J11.mtausKaiJe. (Leipzig: Breitkopf and Hartel.), vol. I. 
Hereafter referred to as the Sy.mplJo.oy. Number 9. 
52Karl Maria von Weber, PerFreisclJotz. (Nev York: Eulenburg Ltd.). measures 79-81. 
p.8. 
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Let us for a few moments return to the Symphony Number 9 of 
Schubert. [See example 6) Since the alto trombone was quite popular in 
Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth century it is likely that this 
symphony was conceived with it in mind. An examination of the trombone 
parts will hopefully demonstrate that modern performers should use the alto 
trombone in this symphony and in others from that period. The high notes 
on alto trombone are brilliant and clear, but are not as piercing as those of 
the tenor trombone. Perhaps more importantly, it is much easier to execute 
these upper notes because of the harmonics of the instrument. In example 6 
(measures 134-156) from the first movement of the symphony, the 
woodwinds are to stand out and the horns and trombones supply alternating 
pulses in the background. These pulses are marked piano and are not 
meant to overwhelm the woodwinds. The e' that is to be played by the 
upper trombonist will not overwhelm the woodwinds if played on an alto 
trombone instead of on a tenor. The tenor trombone rests throughout this 
entire passage and does not return for twenty measures; when it does return 
it plays a full octave lower than the alto does. These two trombones do not 
unite on the same pitch until the arrival of the fortissimo [See example 7, 
measure 186) which enables the tenor trombonist to reach the d' with little 
risk of error. Conversely, when there has been a shift in woodwind sound a 
few minutes later, Schubert assigned the "pulse" note to the tenor trombone. 
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Example 6 
Schubert 
Symphony Number 9 
Movement 1 
Measures 134-156 
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Example 6, continued 
Schubert 
Symphony Number 9 
Movement 1 
Measures 134-156 
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Example 7 
Schubert 
Symphony Number 9 
Movement 1 
Measures 182-197 
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There are numerous other passages in this symphony, such as the 
Finllie which has several b', [measures 266-269] that would no doubt 
encourage modern trombonists to use the alto trombone more often.55 
Berlioz recommends the use of the alto trombone and laments its 
disappearance from French orchestras. 56 
It is interesting to note the bass trombone's solo-like passages in the 
second movement of the same symphony. [See example 8) Especially 
interesting is the passage at two and six measures before E in which the 
bass moves in eighth notes against the quarter notes in the woodwinds. 
Passages such as these help to explain GaBner' s comment about the bass 
trombone: 
Als 5'olo=Concertin.ftrument verwendet man gewdbnliclJ die 
Dllflposaune. 57 Unfortunately he does not elaborate on the comment, nor 
does he present any musical examples. 
55The Finllle has several that call forb', measures 266-269, for example. 
56Berlioz/ Strauss, Gr.utd t.raite. p.298. 
57GaJ3ner, Pa.rtiturkenntniJJ. , p.33. One customarily uses the bass trombone as a 
concerto instrument. 
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Example 8 
Schubert 
Symphony Number 9 
Movement. 2 
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Example 8,continued 
Schubert 
Symphony Number 9 
Movement 2 
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Gal3ner has much more to say about the trombone family.He states 
that the bass trombone is often used without the tenor and alto 56 and that it 
is often used to reinforce the bassline. He cites a passage from Hobert le 
/)fable in which the bass trombone part is marked Trombone Basso col 
Violona 
Before his chapter on instrumental effect, Gal3ner goes on to discuss 
several instruments that are not traditionally part of the orchestra such as 
the post horn and other military instruments. These instruments do not 
fall within the scope of this study which has concentrated only on the 
traditional orchestral instruments. 
We have seen that Gal3ner's Putiturkenntni/J aptly demonstrates the 
progress made in orchestration treatises during the first half of the 
nineteenth century. Ten years passed between the appearance of Sundelin's 
J)ie lnstrumentierung and this treatise, and in that relatively short time this 
form of musical instruction apparently became increasingly popular, as 
witnessed by the increased number of such publications. Gal3ner's 
Putiturkenntni/1 is significant because it gave instructions and examples of 
how to use instruments accompanimentally as well as melodically. Other 
notable features of this treatise include Gal3ner's analogy of instruments to 
the human voice and descriptions of tone qualities of various instruments. 
But perhaps most important is GaBner's use of musical examples to elucidate 
the manner in which stronger instruments should not overpower softer and 
56 /!Jid . • p.32 
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weaker sounding instruments, unless, of course, a special effect is desired. 
Whereas Berlioz's Grand traite is perhaps more sophisticated that the 
Partiturkenntni/J, it is by no means more informative. Rather, as shown in 
this chapter, Gal3ner made a few astute observations that even Berlioz 
missed. 
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Chapter V 
INSTRUMENTAL EFFECT: 
ITS MEANING TO THE COMPOSER AND PERFORMER 
In the course of my examination of early orchestration treatises I 
discovered that most authors usually concurred on the technical capabilities 
and physical descriptions of various instruments. While the books evolved 
into the type of orchestration treatise we know today, they naturally 
became more detailed and comprehensive. Gal3ner·s Partiturkenntnifl fit 
comfortably into the evolutionary path on all accounts except one: the 
subject of instrumental combination. The remarkable feature of this treatise, 
unlike the others from its period, is its focus on instruction in instrumental 
combination rather than on physical descriptions alone. In the very 
beginning of the instrumentation portion of the Partiturkenntni/J, Gal3ner 
refers to instrumental effects: from the preliminary description of the string 
instruments to the concluding paragraphs about the winds Gal3ner includes 
several suggestions for effective combinations. Also. for most suggestions he 
has included orchestral excerpts as illustrations. 
In addition, Gal3ner devotes a full thirty pages to a separate chapter 
entitled lnstrumentllfeJTekt. This concept is quite progressive for its time; 
not even Berlioz devoted a particular chapter to this subject. But what 
exactly is meant by instrumental effect? It appears that Gal3ner had no 
word for orchestration as we know it today and thus was forced to invent a 
phrase that adequately expressed it; thus the phrase lnstrumentllfeffekt. 
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The New Huvud Dictionary of Music defines orchestration in the following 
manner: 
The art of employing instruments in various 
combinations, most notably the orchestra. 
Orchestration includes the concept of 
instrumentation- the study of the properties and 
capabilities of individual instruments .. .I 
According to the standards set by this definition GaBner's 
Chapters l-17 supply instruction in instrumentation as well as 
orchestration. while Chapter 18 focuses on instruction in orchestration alone. 
Of course, orchestrational skills can be gleaned from a book and 
improved by a talented composer. but the gift for orchestration is innate and 
no amount of discussion or printed instruction wiH bestow this skill upon the 
uncreative composer. What I hope to present in this chapter is a clear 
exegesis of what GaBner feels are some of the most effective instrumental 
effects. and how these effects manifest themselves in early nineteenth-
century symphonic literature. 
The first thing GaBner does is display the nature of the instrumental 
interrelationships in large charts, not unlike those which Francreur includes 
in his Diapason Each family of instruments has a chart that clearly 
juxtaposes chromatic scales of the ranges of the individual instruments 
I ife~r 116rVIU'tl PiclioDIU'Y of Music, p. 5n. 
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within each family: woodwinds. brass. strings and voice. There are also two 
charts included for the benefit of the copyist who must know how to fit 
individual instruments in the proper ranges. 2 However, such tables do not 
constitute advice on instrumentation. 
It must be remembered that any study of orchestration will be 
unsuccessful if the individual characteristics of the instruments are 
overlooked or slighted, so the composer must learn about the individual 
instruments before learning about combining them. For that reason Gal3ner 
thoroughly explained the executive capabilities of the instruments in the 
opening chapters. 
2GaJ3ner explains that since limited space did not permit all instruments to be listed, 
the reader should proceed from the m&in instrument of the family . For example, since 
the English horn sounds a fifth lower than the oboe, the reader is instructed to count 
down from the oboe's low c to f. This pitch is indicated by a cross under the 
corresponding f in the bassoon line. 
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Concertirt ein Instrument mit 
andern. so sind die Ideen so 
zu bringen. das der Contrast 
der Tonfarben der abwechselnden 
Instrumente recht bemerkbar 
wird. Um nun die bisher 
benannten ROcksichten ,den 
Charakter und die Eigenthomlich -
keit der verscheiden Instrument 
betreffend, nehmen zu konnen. ist 
unumganglich nothig, auch den 
mechanischen Theil derselben 
moglich genau zu kennen. je groBer 
die Vertrautheit des Componisten 
mit denselben ist, urn so richtiger. 
zweckmii13iger und effektvoller 
wird er zu schreiben im Stande 
sehn.3 
When instruments sound together, 
ideas must be presented so that 
the contrasting tone colors of the 
alternating instruments are 
perceptible. In order to be able to 
take up the considerations already 
alluded to, concerning the 
character and idiosyncrasies of the 
different instruments, it 1s 
absolutely necessary to familiarize 
oneself as much as possible with 
the mechanics of the instruments. 
The better the familiarity that the 
composer has with them the better 
he will be able to compose 
purposefully and effectively. 
Gal3ner continues by acknowledging that each instrument has 
idiosyncrasies and the student must be cognizant of them: 
3GaBner, p.89. 
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jedes musikalische Instrument 
ersc;heint in versc;hiedenen 
Wirkungen, und erfordert auc;h 
sowohl von dem Instrumentalisten, 
wie von dem Componisten eine 
versc;hiedene Behandlung. Es wird 
zwar seinen eigenthUmlichen 
Charakter nie verleugnen: je 
nachdem es aber in einer 
Umgebung ist, oder je nach dem 
ihm gerade angewiesenen 
Wirkungskreise mehr oder 
weniger auffallend mit seinen 
EigenthOmlic;hkeiten hervortreten.4 
Each musical instrument appears 
in different guises and demands 
individual treatment from the 
instrumentalist as well as the 
composer. It will never deny its 
specific c;haracter. depending on 
the surroundings it is in, or on its 
actually designated sphere of 
activity. Given its distinguishing 
characteristics, it will stand out, 
sometimes more sometimes less. 
Having finished his preliminary remarks, Gal3ner proceeds to analyze 
several families of instruments in terms of their effectiveness. One of the 
most interesting passages sets up the voice as the backdrop against which to 
gauge the musical euphony of orchestral instruments. Perhaps the reason 
that the human voice appeals to us is its status as the most natural of all 
instruments, as the instrument with which everyone has at least some 
familiarity: and as I stated earlier, it was most unusual to find the voice 
included in German orchestral discussions. 
1 l!Jid. ' p.88. 
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Mit den verschiedenen Sing = 
stimmem correspondiren und 
contrastiren die Instrument ... Die 
Aehnlicbkeit in der Ton farbe 
jedoch ist schon sehr schwer zu 
bestimmenl Im Allgemeinen sind 
mit der Sopran oder Altstimme 
Flote, Hoboe, Clarinette und 
Violine, mit Tenor =und Bal3stimme 
aber Horn, Fagott und Violoncell 
ahnlich, so ferne sie weder for die 
eine zu hoch, noch fOr die andere 
zu tief sind.5 
The instruments correspond and 
contrast with the different singing 
voices. . The similarity with the 
tone colors is certainly very 
difficult to define! In general the 
flute, oboe, clarinet 6 and violin 
resemble the soprano or alto voice, 
and the horn, bassoon and cello 
resemble the tenor and bass voice, 
so far as they are neither too high 
for one, nor too low for the other. 
What is truly surprising is GaBner's selection of the voice as the most 
beautiful instrument: 
5/!Jid. ' p.89 
6 Ga.6ner refers to the new clarinet by Ivan Muller. which can play in all key 
signatures and therefore allows the clarinetist to perform orchestral music on one 
clarinet. See GaBner, p.99, for a detailed description of this instrument. 
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Das interessanteste musikalische 
Instrument, mit dessen Tonen wir 
am unmittelbarsten sympathisiren, 
ist ohne Zweifel das menschliche 
Stimmorgan. .Die natOrliche 
Annehmlichkeit, der natOrliche 
Reiz der andern musikalischen 
Instrumente scheint auch im 
VerhaltniB zu der Aehnlichkeit 
ihrer Tone mit der 
Menschenstimme zu stehen; es 
versteht sich, mit einer reinen, 
wohltOnenden Stimme.7 Die 
menschliche Stimme wird zwar als 
Naturorgan nicht ZU den 
Instrumenten gezahlt, sondern 
denselben, als kOnstlich 
erfundenen Tonwer kzeugen, 
gegenObergestellt, wir wollen sie 
aber doch 
betrachten. 8 
7 Ibid. , p.80 
8JIJid., p. 80n. 
als Instrument 
The most interesting musical 
instrument whose tones are the 
most directly appealing to us, is 
without doubt the human voice. 
The natural charm and 
attractiveness of musical 
instruments appear to stand in 
relation to their tone's 
resemblance to the human voice- it 
goes without saying a clear, 
pleasant-sounding voice. 
Although the human voice, as a 
natural phenomenon, doesn't 
normally count as an instrument 
but is rather distinct from 
artificially invented tone producing 
instruments; still we will consider 
it indeed as an instrument. 
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Included is an excerpt from Haydn's Die Sc.!Jopfung to demonstrate 
how the voice fits in with the orchestra, 9 as well as a choral work by 
Graun. to 
There is a distinct stylistic change between the chapters on the 
families of instruments and this chapter. Here we find an abundance of 
adjectives that focus on clarity and beauty of tone, and color and strength 
of character. Although musicians of previous generations were concerned 
with these qualities, they did not so eloquently express them! When it 
comes to the woodwinds GaBner attempts to express the intangibility of 
sounds with a profusion of adjectives. Note the following description of the 
fife where the text becomes a little melodramatic: 
9 Ibid., excerpt number l09a. 
lOfhe composer's first name was not given. Perhaps this piece is by Johann Gottlieb or 
Karl Heinrich Graun. 
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Die Pfeife, woh1 eines der altesten 
Instruments, hat gew<ihnlich einen 
leichten, dunnen Ton, der zu stark 
angegeben, schneidend wird, und 
dann heftig, leidenschaftliche 
Zustand anzugeben fahig ist, 
aul3erdem aber die Phantasie mehr 
auf leichten Sinn und harmloses 
Spiel hinftthrt. In langgezogenen 
Noten, mit der feierlichen Pauke 
oder dumpfen Trammel 
verbunden, t<int sie wie Klaggesang 
und erweckt Trauerempfindungen. 
Sie hat nur den geringen Umfang 
des hohen Sopran. Allein thut sie 
wenig Wirkung, nur in Verbindung 
mit anderen tieferen und 
vollt<inenden Instrumenten kann 
die bisweilen mit Effekt gebraucht 
weredn, besonders in der 
romantischen Musik.ll 
llGaBner. Partiturkt!DDtDiiJ. p. 82. 
The fife, one of the oldest 
instruments, usually has a light, 
thin tone. which if applied too 
intensely becomes piercing and can 
then produce violent, passionate 
conditions: besides, the imagination 
tends more [to expect) a lighter 
and more harmless manner of 
playing. When brought together 
with the timpani or muffled drum 
in long drawn-out notes, it sounds 
like a lamentation and arouses 
feelings of sorrow. It possesses 
only the limited range of the high 
soprano. Alone, it is ineffectual: 
only together with other low and 
full sounding instruments can it 
occasionally be used effectively, 
particularly in Romantic music. 
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Not only does this passage demonstrate that Gal3ner was concerned 
with music's affective capabilities, but more importantly it also reveals 
Gal3ner's musical creativity. I know of no nineteenth-century orchestral 
passage that calls for just piccolo and timpani, but had the combination been 
properly used it would certainly have produced a dramatic effect. 12 
It is not a great surprise that Gal3ner also pairs the trumpet with the 
timpani because the ancestors of these instruments had been used in 
combination for centuries. Military bands were quite popular in the German 
speaking lands at that time and Gal3ner even devotes several small units to 
the instruments that were used in these bands. 
12A twentieth century examle of this combination appears in Orffs Carmi.aaBura.na. 
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Die Trompete .. ,ist eigentlich ein 
acht kriegerisches Instrument. 
Uebrigens wird sie wirksam 
gebraucht, die festliche Pracht, den 
blendenden Glanz der Musik zu 
erhOhen, und verbindet sich dazu 
sehr gli.icklich mit den feierlichen 
Pauken. l3 
The trumpet . . . is actually a 
genuine instrument of war. 
Furthermore it is effectively used 
to enhance the festive splendor 
and brilliant luster of the music, 
and combines extremely well with 
the solemn timpani. 
A passage that immediately comes to mind is the Tuba Mirum from 
Berlioz's Requiem in which the brass and timpani predominate. The 
popularity of this combination is still strong as shown by the .Ftmfue de La 
Peri by Dukas. This majestic brass and timpani fanfare still excites 
audiences seventy years after its completion. 
What is it about this combination that stirs the listener? It is easy to 
understand how a drum can be effective in this manner because the 
reverberations can interrupt a person's calm state. But the brass 
instruments are another matter. because their reverberations are not strong 
enough to be consciously felt by the listener. It must be their concentrated, 
energetic sound that allows them to be so effective. The timpani and brass 
work well together for two reasons. First. because of its assertive. full tone, 
each instrument retains its unique sound quality. Obviously if a trumpet 
were paired with a flute or violin for instance, the chances of the second 
13 Ibid .. p 85. 
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instrument loosing its individuality are great indeed. Secondly, the tone 
quality of the brass and the tone quality of the timpani do not actually blend 
and form a new tone, because they are so strikingly different. The ear then 
is left to simultaneously synthesize two very different tone qualities. This 
could be the reason why this combination has such an unsettling effect on 
the listener. 
Later GaBner states that the horn, trumpet and trombone do not 
present that same differences in tone color as do the flute, oboe and 
bassoon.14 The reason for this is that the horn, trumpet and trombone are all 
made of brass and no matter how distinct the shapes of these instruments 
may be, their tone production will be similar. However the woodwinds have 
individual tone qualities because they are made of various materials. The 
flute's metal (nickel. silver, gold) gives it a cooler sound than that of the 
oboe, bassoon and clarinet. The presence of the double reed makes for a 
sound different than the single reed. So the composer has much more 
flexibility when dealing with the woodwinds. 
The discussion of the flute family continues. GaBner discourses on the 
different types of flute 15, namely the Hirtea/Jote (Syrin.r), which he says 
resembles the Papagenopfeife; the (Juerllote, the German nut~ and the 
piccolo; he proposes a few settings in which the flute would be appropriate: 
14.JIJRI., p.l26. 
15 /!Jid., p.82. GaBner states that the names for flutes and fifes are often interchanged. 
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Zum Ausdruck heuerer Ruhe oder 
scherzenden Spiels und su.6er 
Zartlichkeit eignet sich die Flote 
vorzoglich; sie kann auch sanst 
rohrend klagen; aber zum heftigen 
Affekt, zur vilden Leidenschaft sollte 
sie nicht vervendet verden; denn sie 
hat gleichsam einen veiblichen oder 
doch jugendlichen Character, und 
diesem steht der Ausdruck tobender 
Gemuths = bevegungen ubel an. Bei 
Blasinstrumenten vird ons diese 
Heftigkeit und W ildheit vermuthlich 
auch darum vildriger, als bei der 
andern Instru = me men ten, veil der 
Musiker, um diesen Ausdruck 
hervorzubringen, selbst in Innersten 
eine gevisse Heftigkeit annehmen und 
seine Lunge in eine gevaltsame 
Bevegung se.Ben mu.B, vahrend 
Saiteninstrumente nicht in dem Grade 
den ganzen innern Organismus 
anzugriefen scheinen.l6 
16J!Jid . . p.83. 
The flute is particularly suitable 
for expression of serene peace and 
sweet tenderness. It can also 
lament movingly and gently. 
However. for a violent emotional 
state or wild passion it should not 
be applied, because it has 
simultaneously a feminine and yet 
youthful character and this is not 
compatible with expression of 
stormy agitation. This violence and 
wildness of the wind instruments 
will seem even more unpleasant to 
us than it does with other 
instruments because the musician 
himself has to apply a certain force 
in order to set his lung in a 
powerful motion, whereas the 
string instruments do not require 
that the entire organism be 
involved to the same degree. 
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GaBner cites another passage from Haydn's lJie SciJopfung, this one 
calling for three flutes to play simultaneously. 17 Although the excerpt is 
only three measures long, we can see how the flute can sound sweet as 
described above. 
It is nearly impossible for words to express the timbre and effects of 
instruments to students who do not poses an innate, basic understanding of 
them. To bring this subject a little closer to his students GaBner interprets 
tone color literally and figuratively in the following passage. The analogy can 
perhaps help the music student to move from the painting, where he can 
actually see colors and shapes, into the intangible world of musical sound, 
where color is heard. The passage concludes with a reference to the senses, 
since it is their stimulation that is the ultimate goal of a composition, at 
least according to what was in GaBner's day the aesthetic commonplace. 
17Jbid., excerpt number 30. 
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Tiefer eindringend, inniger als der 
Flotenton, ist der Ton der Clarinette und 
Hoboe. .Beide bringen gleichsam ei.n 
noch lebhateres, reizenderes Colorit in 
die musikalische Darstellung, als die 
Fiote . . . Beide Instruments sind 
durch ihren 
schwebenden 
vollen, 
Ton 
hellen 
geeignet, 
interessante Melodieen hervorzuheben, 
oder gewisse Accorde, vorzuglich in 
schonen Bindungen, klar und innig 
fuhibar zu mach en. Die 
Verschwendung dieser, so wie der 
meisten Blasinstruments, that aber in 
der Musik eine a.hnliche Wirkung, als 
die zu groJ3e Haufing und das zu starke 
Auftragen vieler abstechenden Farben 
in einem Gemalde. Die Sinne werden 
dadurch woh1 gereizt, aber die 
Phantasie wird beso:hrankt, die so:hone 
Form verde .Itt oder verdunkelt. 18 
18J!Jid., p M. 
The tone of the clarinet and oboe 
are much deeper. penetrating and 
intimate than that of the flute. 
Both are capable of bringing a 
much more lively and charming 
coloring to the musical 
presentation than the flute .... Both 
instruments are characterized by a 
full, clear floating tone, for 
bringing out interesting melodies 
or for making chords clear. Above 
all. they are deeply felt in 
combination. But the overuse of 
these, as with most wind 
instruments, produces an effect 
that is similar to the over-
accumulation of overly contrasted 
colors in a painting. The senses will 
thereby be stimulated but the 
imagination restricted and the 
beauty of the form hidden or 
darkened. 
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Regarding the bassethorn, 19 GaBner states that it is very similar to the 
clarinet but does not expound upon the description of its form as he did in 
previous chapters. Considering the following passage in conjunction with 
those made earlier about its orchestral participation, it seems likely that 
GaBner correctly identified the bassethorn, but not the krumhorn or alto 
clarinet. 
... BiB jel3t ist es in allen bekannten 
Compositionen, selbst wenn es 
doppelt gesel3t wurde, wie 
z.B. in Mozart's Requiem, nur 
als besonders effektuirendes 
Soloinstrument, nicht aber im 
Ensemble als 
Harmonie verstakende 
stimme erscheinen ... 20 
nur die 
Ripien-
... Up to now it has appeared in all 
renown compositions (even if it is 
doubled, like, for example in 
Mozart's Requiem) only for special 
effect as a solo instrument, but not 
in an ensemble even as a ripieno 
instrument to strengthen the 
harmony ... 
19J!Jid. , p lOO.GaBner mentions that some orchestras do not have three oboists or 
three clarinetists, and the English horn and basset horn parts must be covered by 
whatever oboist or clarinetist is in the orchestra. This confirms that at least on some 
occasions there were more than t'tvo performers of each instrument in the orchestra. 
20Ga.Bner, pp.84-85. 
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Gal3ner urges the composer to remember that the woodwinds have 
individual character and concludes with the bassoon, contrabassoon, serpent 
and ophicleide which are "to the woodwinds what the cello and bass are to 
the strings."21 This is not as much a reflection of their tone quality as of the 
relationship between soprano and bass instruments. GaBner does not mean 
that the bassoon should assume the role of the bass line because he hopes 
that the bassoon can be used for melodic passages and frequently refers to 
it: 
"'As a solo instrument it follows the melody alone or plays with 
another part: the voice, flute, oboe, clarinet or horn, or also in unison with 
h . l" . l b .. 22 t e v1o m, v1o a, or ass ... 
When the bassoon plays a melody with one or more of the winds 
cited above, its rich, warm tone enhances the tones of the other instruments. 
Schubert was very much aware of the beauty of this instrument and 
frequently used it to play the melody instead of confining it to bass lines. 
Mozart often doubled the violin and bassoon at the octave; such as in 
"'Se /1 CIJ.W m//d//m/1 l/1 nolle" from le Nozze di Fig.aro. Although Gal3ner was 
not an accomplished composer himself, he was able to see how effective 
many "'new' instrumental combinations could be and passed these ideas on to 
students. 
As noted earlier, it appears that many people had much to recommend 
about the horn. Although Gal3ner's comments are not nearly as lengthy as 
21J!Jid. , p.S, ... . ds sie u.oter de.o Bls.si.ostrume.ote.o dss si.od, JYBS Violo.ocello u.od 
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those of others, what he does say is remarkable. Aware of the versatility of 
the horn, he credits it with having a sweet, vocal quality, in spite of his 
earlier assertion that it is a portrays an aggressive, biting passage very well, 
too. Moreover, Berlioz is often credited with pioneering the use of stopped 
horn tones but Gal3ner mentions them in 1838. six years before Berlioz's 
Grand traite: 
Diese dankbarste, vollstandigste 
der Blechinstrumente ist auch in 
dem Orchester das wichtigste, am 
meisten gebrauchte. Es eignet sich 
durch seinen sanften, der 
menschlichen Stimme und dem 
Fagott ahnlichen, 1el3teren aber 
iibertreffenden 
Vortrage das 
ergreifender 
Tone, 
Gemiith 
zum 
tief 
Gesangstellen und 
ist auch unter geschickten 
Hand en {und Lip pen) bei 
zweckmal3igen Sal3e ein gutes 
Concertinstrument. 23 
This most worthwhile, most 
integral of the brass instruments is 
also the most important in the 
orchestra. and the most used. It is 
characterized by its gentle, vocal 
tone which resembles but excels 
that of the bassoon; in the 
execution of a stirring passage it's 
tone will overcome those of the 
bassoon, and it is also a good solo 
concert instrument In the 
appropriate passage if controlled 
by a skillful hand and lip. 
OlalnliNIIJ uader dea s.il8aiastrumea/8a im £aS8mble . .. 
22Jbid. ' p. 25. 
23fbid. 'p. 27. 
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Seltener und gewohnlich nur in 
forte werden die gestopsten Tone 
geschieben, wei! sie im piano 
stumpt, matt sehn worden, stark 
aber nur forcirt hervorgebracht 
werden konnen, sich also 
hauptsachlich nur fur starke 
Stellen eignen. 24 
Seldom. and usually in a forte, 
stopped tones will be written. 
because they sound dull and weak 
in a piano, and can only be well 
brought out by forcing, so that 
they are employed principally in 
loud passages. 
These stopped tones should not be confused with the tones that are 
somewhat muffled by the hand when played on a natural horn. Rather. they 
produce a more brassy and biting tone, as composers such as Berlioz. Wagner 
and Tchaikovsky would soon discover. 
It is not my intention to include all of the useful bits of information 
that Gal3ner has about the horn and other instruments. However. one final 
observation must be made before leaving the horn discussion. Because the 
valve horns had not yet secured a place in the orchestra at that time, GaBner 
refers to natural horns which came in various sizes and pitches. He was so 
concerned with the tone quality of the horn when used as a solo instrument 
that he recommended which horn to use for solo passages: 
24J!Jid . . p. 29. 
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Die hohen C-Horner sind, wie alle 
hiiheren Horngattungen, zu grell, 
die tiefen C-Horner zu tief fur 
bedeutendere Solis. Eben so G, As 
und A Horn. 25 
The higher C horns are, like all 
higher pitched horns, too brilliant 
and the lower C horn is too dark 
for important solos. So there are 
the G, A-flat and A horns. 
It is true that the C-horns are not conducive to solo playing because 
the majority of the partials that speak the easiest are either too high or too 
low for the hornist and quickly tire him. The natural A and A-flat horns are 
much easier to play than the C horns, but the G and F are even easier and 
many modern performers of early music resort to these instruments. 
instead. 
Regarding the brass instruments in general, when "combined they 
make an impressive result. If used with caution, one can bring about a 
magnificent contrast and can gradually increase the strength to the 
utmost." 26 However, this is not to say that the more instruments combined 
the better. As Ga13ner astutely points out: 
25Jbid. 'p. 30. 
26f/)id. ' p. 26. 
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Betrachten wir die Kraft, welche in 
vielen alteren Werken von Handel, 
Gluck, Gra.un, Mozart, Haydn, u. bei oft 
ganz geringen Effect.mittelm (Stimmen 
oder Instrumenten) liegt, und blicken 
wir auf die Anhausung von 
Instrumenten in vielen neueren 
Partituren,ohne daB wir nur dieselbe, 
vielweniger eine groBer Wirkung als 
bei der beruhrten kleineren BeseBung 
finden, so haben wir den Beweis, daB 
die Kraft und Wirkung in den 
Gedanken-in der musikalischen Idee-
und rich tiger zweckmaBiger BenuBung, 
nicht aber in der Quantiw der 
Effekt.mittel liegt. Vergleichen wir z.B. 
das erste Finale von Mozart's Don juan 
(ohne vier Horner, drei Posaunen, 
Ophiclyde, groBe und kleine Trommel. 
u.l mil man chen neueren Opernfinales, 
welche auBerst stark beseBt sind, ob der 
Effekt nur derselbe, vie! weniger 
grOJ3er ist ?27 
27 1/Jitl. ' pp, 90-91. 
If we examine the skill which lies 
in many old works by Handel, 
Gluck, Graun, Mozart, and Haydn 
who often had very small forces 
(voice or instrumental), and then 
we glance at the accumulation of 
instruments in many new scores 
and find a better result in the 
corresponding smaller settings, 
then we have proof that the 
strength and effect lie in the 
conception-in the musical idea-and 
correct practical use and not in the 
quantity of the forces. We need 
only compare, for example the first 
finale from Mozart's JJon Giovanni 
(without four horns. three 
trombones, ophicleide, various 
drums, et cetera) with many 
newer opera finales which are set 
more forcefully, and ask whether 
the effect of the latter is indeed 
less great. 
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GaBner is not opposed to experimentation in orchestration, since 
experimentation has propelled music through its different periods! He 
simply urges composers to consider instrumental effects while composing. 
Unter unpassender Zusammen-
stellung ist jedoch nicht gerade die 
Vereinigung solcher Instrumente 
zu verstehen, welche eine 
heterogene Wirkung machen, wie 
etwa: Piccolo, ContrabaB und 
Guitarre u. dergl. m., denn es ware 
wohl moglich, daB man gerade 
durch eine solch Zusammenstellung 
eine bizarre Wirkung 
beabsichtigte, und solglich [sic I 
auch seine Idee darnach einrichten 
worde; sondern jene, wo ein 
Instrument, welches nach der 
Absicht des Componisten 
untergeordnet erscheinen, sollte, 
durch seine Tonqualitat ein 
anderes (von welchem man 
beab sichtigt, die Hauptidee 
ausgeben zu lassen) verdunkelte.28 
28JIJid. ' p. 91. 
28J1Jid. ' p. 91' 
The combination of some 
instruments, to make a 
heterogeneous effect, such as the 
piccolo, contrabass and guitar, et 
cetera, cannot be understood as an 
unsuitable combination because it 
could well be possible that by 
virtue of such a combination for 
which the composer intended a 
bizarre effect, he for which he 
contrived an appropriate idea. 
Rather, an unsuitable combination 
results where an instrument is 
intended to be subordinate but by 
virtue of its tonal quality obscures 
another (which was intended to 
bring out the main idea.) 
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The most interesting passage in this treatise is that which shows how 
instruments from different families of instruments work together. He 
employs a series of different settings of the same melody, each setting 
calling for a completely different group of instruments. [See example 9] 
These excerpts demonstrate several points. including that certain keys are 
more idiomatic than others for different instruments; for example, 
trombonists can easily play in the key of E-flat. In excerpt 114b we can also 
see how the clarinet and oboe will be more effective than the flute when 
combined with brass instruments; in this excerpt, if the flute alone had been 
used in measures 2-3 or 6-8 the melody would not be heard over the brass. 
However, excerpt 114bb includes the flute with the clarinet and oboe for the 
same measures; this time the flute makes a contribution to the overall sound 
because it adds a slight shimmer above the clarinet and oboe sound. 
In Excerpt liSa we have the same melody in a powerful brass setting, 
while 115b is a gentler setting for strings, showing that a composition can 
have more than one effective result depending on the instruments selected. 
Although Gassner does not describe each setting, he does state that the 
many combinations are possible and the composer must make a choice. What 
must be considered are the size of the ensemble, and whether or not 
different families of instruments will be juxtaposed. 29 No specific 
suggestions for combinations are given in the written portion of the treatise. 
But he does state that contrary to the string or woodwind instruments, the 
29J1Jid.' p. 133. 
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individual brass instruments do not present striking differences m tone 
color and one must keep that in mind when composing.30 
No one is capable of analyzing all of the possible instrumental 
combinations and teaching their effects to students. That is not Gal3ner's, 
Berlioz's or any one else's intention. Rather, the examination of a few can 
help the young composer better to understand that each combination 
produces a certain effect which must be considered along with the melody, 
harmony, and form of each piece. Gal3ner's comments merely verbalize 
established practices easily found in orchestral. operatic and chamber music 
from all periods. 
30 Ibid . . p. 126. 
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CONCLUSION 
In response to the late eighteenth century's developments in the art 
of orchestration, several books that offered instruction on that subject began 
to appear in the last decade of the eighteenth century. Although the early 
treatises were not much more than expanded tutors, by the first decades of 
the nineteenth century several full-fledged orchestration treatises became 
available. The works of Sundelin, GaBner, Kastner, Berlioz and others 
supplied information about orchestration as well as common musical 
practices of the time. While it is true that the Berlioz Grand trait& 
d'instrumentation overshadowed the work done by Sundelin, Kastner, 
GaBner, Frohlich, Francreur and others, these latter works must have been 
somewhat successful in their own right since many were widely circulated. 
Sundelin's lnstrumentierung f'iir SammtliciJe Militar Mus1k was 
perhaps the first to discuss the newly invented valve instruments, and it is 
likely that his lnstrumentierung f'iir das Orcbester was the first treatise to 
comment on instrumental combinations. Although his two volumes were not 
comprehensive, they represented the transition between instrumental tutors 
and orchestrational instruction books. Young composers can also find a great 
deal of instruction about instrumental spacing in Sundelin's 
/nstrumentierung f'iir das OrciJester. In numerous passages he gives specific 
advice on how to place certain instruments in the harmony, and 
demonstrates it through musical examples. 
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Gal3ner's Partiturkenntni/J, which appeared in Karlsruhe ten years 
after Sundelin's treatises had in Berlin, was a thorough examination of the 
instruments popular at that time, including the voice. The remarkable aspect 
of this work is that it treated orchestration as a separate subject, unlike its 
predecessors which forced their readers to infer information about 
orchestration from the technical descriptions of the instruments. By 
discussing effective instrumental combinations, Gal3ner established the 
prototype of the modern orchestration treatise. With the exception of 
Sundelin's Die lnstrumentierung fur das Orcilester, no other treatise of that 
transitional period discussed instrumental combinations, and Gal3ner's 
Partiturkenntni/Jwas the first to discuss their effects. An extensive written 
discussion constitutes the first volume of Partiturkenntni/J, while the entire 
second volume is devoted to musical examples that range from Haydn to 
Meyerbeer. These features allow us ·to designate Gal3ner's PartiturkenntniiJ 
as the first true orchestration treatise. In addition to information about 
orchestration, the author explains how the copyist should present music, and 
even lists other books that teach musicians how to play. 
Any modern musician can learn much from all of these these works 
for they are quite extensive in explaining the technique of various 
instruments, performance practice, and orchestration: Berlioz even discussed 
seating and conducting. One of the most important types of information that 
can be gathered from these treatises regards orchestral numbers. For 
example, this information, in conjunction with personnel rosters from 
various nineteenth century European cities, supports the notion that the 
woodwind parts were frequently played by more than one person. We can 
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conclude that the woodwinds then played an even more prominent role in 
the orchestra than they do today. 
In conclusion, athough Berlioz is often regarded as the pioneer in 
writing specifically on orchestration, there were several musicians who 
wrote eloquently on this topic before him. The serious composition student 
would be wise to consult not only Berlioz's Grand trail&, but also Sundelin's 
Die lnstrumentierung /'tir das OrciJester and Ga13ner's Partiturkenntni/J. 
These works were critical stepping stones on the path to the modern 
orchestration treatise. Sundelin's Die lnstrumentierung can be noted as 
probably being the first to discuss instrumental combinations. Gal3ner's 
Putiturkenntni/J was the first extensively to discuss instrumental 
combinations and the first to discuss their effectiveness, thus establishing 
the genre of the orchestration treatise that is familiar to us today, and whose 
contemporary representatives are the texts by Piston, Kennan, Adler and 
Read. 
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